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Executive summary  Your voice
at work
Introduction
Your voice at work underscores the crucial role of  freedom of  association and
the effective right to collective bargaining in achieving decent work for all in
today’s globalizing world. It outlines the challenges and opportunities that accel-
erated structural and technological change has brought in its wake and exam-
ines trends – some of  them quite disturbing – in relation to the respect shown
for these principles and rights around the globe. The Report regrets that viola-
tions are still occurring and stresses how good governance of  the labour market
based on respect for these principles and rights can contribute to stable eco-
nomic, social and political development.
After assessing the effectiveness of  ILO assistance in this area, Your voice at
work draws lessons from this experience to enable the ILO and other institutions
to incorporate better the exercise of  freedom of  association in strategies for
equity and poverty reduction. The Report points to priorities for technical co-
operation aimed at reinforcing these individual and collective principles and
rights. These include:
l closing the representational gap for workers and employers;
l encouraging agreed methods of  bargaining and cooperation as facilitators and shapers
of  change;
l reinforcing policies that underpin respect for freedom of  association and collective
bargaining as part of  the package that makes up the 1998 ILO Declaration on
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work – an important new
promotional tool.
As a result of  a growing awareness of  the need for a social pillar in the global
economy, consensus has emerged around a set of  principles and rights at work – the
first category of  which is freedom of  association and the effective recognition of  the
right to collective bargaining (the remaining three are the elimination of  forced
labour, child labour and discrimination in employment and occupation). Your voice
at work is the first in a series of  Global Reports which are designed to serve as a basis
for assessing the effectiveness of  the assistance provided by the Organization and
for determining priorities in the form of  action plans for technical cooperation.
The Global Report is one aspect of  reporting under the Follow-up to the ILO
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Declaration – the other being the annual review for States that have not yet ratified
all the fundamental Conventions. The aim of  the Follow-up is to encourage the ef-
forts made by the member States of  the Organization to promote the fundamental
principles and rights in the Declaration, as based on the Constitution of  the ILO
and reaffirmed at the World Summit for Social Development in Copenhagen and
the Ministerial Conference of  the World Trade Organization in Singapore.
A dynamic global picture
The globalizing economy – characterized by the opening of  world markets,
heightened competition, accelerated technological and structural change as well
as the cyber-revolution – is having a dramatic impact on work. But the effects are
spread unevenly, and the simultaneous inclusion and exclusion of  people, regions
and economic sectors present some of  the greatest challenges. The informal
economy is exploding, leaving many without any say in their working conditions.
These factors are leading to a widening representational gap in the world of  work.
Whilst trade union membership remains significant in many large work-
places, it has decreased overall in the last decade. Women in particular often re-
main deprived of  a representational avenue for expressing their voice at work.
Given the growing diversity of  company interests, employers’ organizations are
also challenged by globalization. Although the business community has embraced
the principles of  freedom of  association and collective bargaining in the Declara-
tion and in the United Nations-sponsored Global Compact, the contribution that
worker participation and strong labour market institutions might make towards
increasing productivity and added value is not always fully appreciated.
Attaining the ILO’s goal of  decent work for all will only be possible if
people can have a say in how this goal is to be achieved and have the right to
build institutions that represent their interests; hence the call for greater “repre-
sentational security” – the exercise of  “voice at work” supported by well-function-
ing institutions – as a basis for sustainable growth. Representational security facilitates
local responses to a globalized economy; in turn, the collective institutions that grant representa-
tional security are contingent upon respect for freedom of  association.
These principles and rights – and above all respect for them – are good for
labour, since they constitute the cornerstone of  representational security in the
formal and informal economies. They are good for business, as they unlock the
door to sound human resources policy and open up the high road to competing
in the global market. And they are good for governments, because they pave the
way for collective action that can aid economic growth and poverty eradication.
Having a voice at work helps fill information gaps and lays the foundation for
trust and cooperation in the management of  change – a vital function of  social
dialogue at the national, sectoral and firm levels. Civil society groups also de-
pend upon freedom of  association and recognition of  the legitimacy of  collec-
tive action to carry out their own work effectively.
Yet the value of  this category of  principles and rights at work is not always
as clearly understood as the struggle against the worst forms of  child labour.
Alarmingly, freedom of  association and the effective right to collective bargain-
ing are not being universally respected or extended to everyone. Yet these prin-
ciples and rights can help usher in positive change in an insecure, globalized
world.
Your voice at work draws upon information from the ILO’s long-established
machinery for handling complaints relating to freedom of  association and moni-
toring ratified fundamental Conventions, as well as upon the new information
available from reporting under the promotional Declaration follow-up; and the
picture it paints is often disturbing. Intimidation, threats and sometimes even mur-
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der still await many workers who attempt to organize in a number of  countries
around the world. The Report identifies where these and other serious problems
persist in spite of  the universal resolve to relegate such action to the past.
The Report stresses the crucial link between an overall guarantee of  civil
liberties and respect for trade union rights. And while the number of  state-mo-
nopoly trade unions has declined in recent years in the wake of  democratization
on all continents, they still exist in several countries.
Also troubling is the number of  workers excluded from the mantle of  free-
dom of  association and collective representation in many countries. In much of
the world, agricultural, domestic and migrant workers simply cannot exercise
these basic rights. In the public service, collective bargaining and sometimes
freedom of  association remain out of  reach for many. Your voice at work notes with
concern the situation of  workers in export processing zones (EPZs), which some-
times attempt to attract foreign investment by precluding the exercise of  these
rights. At the same time, fortunately, the Report records the many recent in-
stances of  progress in respect for freedom of  association.
Collective bargaining is the expression in practice of  freedom of  association in
the world of  work. Once again, however, substantial restrictions on the exercise of
collective bargaining exist in developing and developed countries. Your voice at work
points out the importance of  governmental support for – rather than interference in –
collective bargaining, together with the institutional infrastructure required to make it
work. It highlights some positive practical steps governments have taken to strengthen
collective bargaining and institutions for the prevention and resolution of  disputes.
Assessing the effectiveness of the assistance
provided by the ILO
The ILO has had considerable success in helping countries achieve respect
for these principles and rights at work in countries that have demonstrated the
political will to embrace them. In the ILO’s experience, this show of  will begins
with increased respect for civil liberties and human rights. Assistance from the
ILO has ranged from advising ministries and parliaments on labour law, to
strengthening the capacity of  governments to implement and monitor that law,
to heightening the ability of  governments and employers’ and workers’ organi-
zations to participate in social dialogue and collective bargaining. This tripartite
involvement, often involving consultations with civil society, gives the ILO a dis-
tinct advantage in supporting democratic change.
Using work carried out during the past decade in Indonesia, South Africa,
Poland and Costa Rica as examples, Your voice at work illustrates how the ILO,
working with partners, has contributed considerably towards ensuring that re-
spect for freedom of  association and the effective right to collective bargaining
formed an integral part of  the progress achieved by these countries. The lessons
learned suggest the positive synergy between national political will and the pro-
vision of  ILO technical expertise and support across a broad range of  circum-
stances and economic parameters. Where that political will has not yet emerged,
the ILO can marshal political pressure through its tripartite bodies and constitu-
ents to help bring about positive change over time.
Determining priorities for technical cooperation
Your voice at work charts several paths forward for future ILO action. The
Declaration is a tool that places responsibility on the Organization, and on its
constituents, to support ILO member States’ attempts to translate fundamental
principles and rights at work into practice through technical cooperation activi-
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ties. The first steps in this direction have already been taken. In addition, advo-
cacy, peer pressure and ever stronger encouragement for change can have a real
impact on state behaviour.
The Report has identified the importance of  involving a range of  actors in
achieving respect for freedom of  association and collective bargaining. It has re-
vealed some important knowledge gaps in identifying best practices in the
implementation of  these fundamental principles and rights for all women and
men. Greater investigation is needed to identify the link between their respect in
a variety of  contexts and improved economic performance, equitable develop-
ment and poverty reduction, as well as their gender dimensions. And, clearly,
advocacy efforts for this category of  principles and rights need to be intensified.
Your voice at work concludes with indications of  possible priorities for techni-
cal cooperation to support the promotion of  respect for freedom of  association
and the effective right to collective bargaining. The Report points to three inter-
related priorities:
l ensuring that all workers can form and join a trade union of  their choice without fear of
intimidation or reprisal, and that employers are free to form and join independent associations;
l encouraging an open and constructive attitude by private business and public employers to the
freely chosen representation of  workers and the development of  agreed methods of  bargaining
and complementary forms of  cooperation concerning terms and conditions of  work;
l promoting the recognition by public authorities that the good governance of  the labour
market, based on respect for fundamental principles and rights at work, makes a major
contribution to stable economic, political and social development in the context of  inter-
national economic integration, the expansion of  democracy and the fight against poverty.
Respect for these principles and rights at work provides a critical social di-
mension to the global economy and its governance. The ILO Declaration offers
a fresh, promotional approach for achieving this on a universal basis.
*  *  *
The first in a series of  Global Reports under the follow-up to the Declaration, Your voice at work contains
annexes that set out:
l the text of  the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work;
l a diagram illustrating the follow-up mechanism;
l the status of  ratification for the fundamental ILO Conventions on freedom of  association and collec-
tive bargaining (Nos. 87 and 98) and the rate of  reporting by non-ratifying governments under the
Declaration follow-up; and
l the substantive provisions of  Conventions Nos. 87 and 98.
The Report will be followed by other Global Reports on the elimination of  all forms of  forced or com-
pulsory labour (2001), the abolition of  child labour (2002), and the elimination of  discrimination in
employment and occupation (2003) – the three other categories covered by the ILO Declaration on
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.
For more information see:
Declaration website: http://www.ilo.org/declaration/
Your voice at work: http://www.ilo.org/voice@work
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Introduction
1. The benefits of  globalization as it is currently unfolding are not reaching
enough people. Insecurity and the fear of  either failing to rise on the social scale
or sliding down it breed discontent. People are concerned that governments,
business and international organizations do not really hear their voice. Banding
together in organizations has always been a way for people to enhance their
security, whether at their workplace or within their community or nation. Free-
dom of  association is essential for this and the right to collective bargaining
makes freedom of  association effective in the world of  work.
2. As a result of  a growing awareness of  the need for a social pillar in the global
economy, consensus has emerged in the international community around a set of  fun-
damental principles and rights at work. These are: freedom of  association and the ef-
fective recognition of  the right to collective bargaining; and the elimination of  forced
labour, child labour and discrimination in employment and occupation. All member
States of  the International Labour Organization have committed themselves to re-
spect, promote and realize these principles in the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work and its Follow-up.1 The overall purpose of  the follow-up to the Declaration
is to encourage the efforts made by the member States of  the Organization to promote the
fundamental principles and rights enshrined in the Constitution of  the ILO and the Decla-
ration of  Philadelphia and reaffirmed at the World Summit for Social Development
in Copenhagen and the Ministerial Conference of  the World Trade Organization
(WTO) in Singapore.2 The Declaration and its Follow-up highlight technical cooperation
as the central means for encouraging such efforts by member States around the world.
The promotional nature of  the follow-up to the Declaration is intended to be comple-
mentary to but distinct from the ILO supervisory mechanisms.3
3. Your voice at work is the first in a series of  reports under the Follow-up to the
Declaration which will cover, each year, one of  the four categories of  fundamental
Enhancing people’s
security
Fundamental rights in
a changing world
A dynamic global
picture
1 ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and its Follow-up, adopted by the International Labour Conference at its
86th Session, Geneva, 18 June 1998; see Annex 1 for the full text of  the Declaration.
2 See United Nations: Report of  the World Summit for Social Development (New York, doc. A/CONF.166/9, 19 Apr. 1995), Commitment 3,
pp. 14 et. seq.; World Trade Organization, Singapore Ministerial Declaration (doc. WT/MIN (96) DEC, 18 Dec. 1996), para. 4. For a fuller
historical account of  the drafting of  the Declaration and its follow-up, see: Consideration of  a possible Declaration of  principles of  the Interna-
tional Labour Organization concerning fundamental rights and its appropriate follow-up mechanism, Report VII, International Labour Conference,
86th Session, Geneva, 1998, and the various documents relating to the Declaration on the ILO’s website (http://www.ilo.org).
3 For a description of  these mechanisms, see ILO: Handbook of  procedures relating to international labour Conventions and Recommendations
(Geneva, 1998).
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principles and rights in turn. The theme of  this first Global Report is freedom of
association and the effective recognition of  the right to collective bargaining. Your
voice at work gives a perspective of  what is happening in countries that have ratified
ILO Conventions Nos. 87 and 984 as well as those that have not yet done so. This
category of  principles and rights is the first to be considered because it often holds
the key to the realization of  fundamental principles and rights in the other three
categories. Yet it is often considered to be the most contentious, and respect for
these principles does not always have the same public commitment or identifica-
tion as, for example, the struggle against child labour.
4. The format for the first Global Report is designed to fulfil the require-
ments laid down in the Annex to the Declaration, in the context of  a follow-up
that is to be promotional, meaningful and effective. It is one of  the two major
reports under the follow-up to the Declaration (the other is the compilation of
annual reports from governments accompanied by an introduction;5 see flow
chart of  the procedure in Annex 2) and it is intended to be action-oriented. One
of  the objectives of  the Global Report is to assess the extent to which the ILO,
through its different activities and links with other institutions, can effectively
help the social partners to implement and realize the four categories of  funda-
mental principles and rights at work.
5. The Global Report is also intended to help in the identification of  the pri-
orities for action. By the time of  the next Global Report on freedom of  associa-
tion and the effective recognition of  the right to collective bargaining, we should
be looking back over a four-year period in which measurable progress has been
made in the realization of  these principles and rights.
6. This Report is entitled Your voice at work to highlight that in an era in which
democracy, as Amartya Sen has put it, is becoming the default system of  gover-
nance all over the world,6 the exercise of  rights cannot be stopped at the factory,
farm or office gate, or lost in cyberspace by the advent of  teleworking. It is based
on information acquired through the Organization’s established procedures and
lessons gleaned from the experience of  the ILO’s work with its constituents all
over the world.
7. Translating the ILO’s goal of  decent work for all women and men into re-
ality is only possible when the people directly concerned have a voice in defining
what the concept of  decent work actually means for them and how to achieve
it.7 Democracy together with the market produces institutions reflecting differ-
ing needs and aspirations, traditions and innovations. This diversity in practice
is consistent with respect for key universal principles such as freedom of  associ-
ation. Indeed, in a global system that requires coherent and integrated solutions
to common problems, the principles and rights expressed in the Declaration
provide one of  the social pillars upon which democracy is built and which give
markets that critical social dimension.
8. The first chapter of  the Report presents an overview of  the challenges and
opportunities that rapid change and globalization present in the world of  work
4 Freedom of  Association and Protection of  the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87) and the Right to Organise and Col-
lective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98). Substantive provisions of  these two Conventions can be found in Annex 4.
5 The first compilation of  annual reports and an introduction to them by the ILO Declaration Expert-Advisers appear in Govern-
ing Body docs. 277/3/1 and 277/3/2, 277th Session, Geneva, Mar. 2000.
6 A. Sen: “Democracy as a universal value”, in Journal of  Democracy (Baltimore, John Hopkins University Press) July 1999,
http://jhupress.jhu.edu/demo/jod/10.3sen.html
7 See ILO: Decent work, Report of  the Director-General, International Labour Conference, 87th Session, Geneva, 1999.
Assessing the
effectiveness of  the
assistance provided by
the ILO
Determining priorities
for the following period
Work and democracy
Freedom of  association
and collective
bargaining rights – key
to decent work
Contents of  the Report
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and their implications for freedom of  association and collective bargaining.
Chapter 2 summarizes major trends in respect of  these principles and rights.
Chapter 3 assesses ILO assistance to date in promoting these principles and
rights with a view to distinguishing the most important lessons for the future.
The concluding Chapter 4 suggests a framework for ILO action with its
constituents and other international organizations.
9. This Report concludes that there are three interrelated priorities that
should guide the promotional work by the ILO:
l ensuring that all workers can form and join a trade union of  their choice
without fear of  intimidation or reprisal and that employers are free to
form and join independent associations;
l encouraging an open and constructive attitude by private business and pu-
blic employers to the freely chosen representation of  workers and the
development of  agreed methods of  bargaining and complementary forms
of  cooperation concerning terms and conditions of  work;
l recognition by public authorities that the good governance of  the labour
market based on respect for fundamental principles and rights at work
makes a major contribution to stable economic, political and social
development in the context of  international economic integration, the
enlargement of  democracy and the fight against poverty.
10. The goals highlighted in this Report constitute a realistic ambition: to
guide governments, employers and trade unions as well as the whole of  civil so-
ciety and international organizations through a period of  major economic, po-
litical and social change. The world of  work will look very different ten, 20 or 50
years from now. Indeed, it will look different in 2004 when the next Global Re-
port on freedom of  association and collective bargaining is presented. How this
world changes and whether a system will be created that allows the elimination
of  poverty and unemployment together with the realization of  fundamental
principles and rights at work will continue to be determined over the next few
years. The ILO Declaration makes an important contribution to a new architec-
ture of  governance of  globalization. Under circumstances of  intensified compe-
tition, the productive potential of  that system can be seriously enhanced by lis-
tening to the voice of  women and men at work.
The role of  the ILO
in a new architecture
of  global governance
Priorities for the future

Part I: A dynamic global picture
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1. Collective representation in the
new world of work
The new global context
11. The opening of  world markets, technological and structural change and the
dismantling of  a system of  opposing political and economic blocs are having a dra-
matic impact on the world of  work. In a nearly universal market economy, the pace
of  economic activity is faster, contractual relationships start and terminate at short
notice, and competition is intensified. The rate and scale of  this change vary con-
siderably both between and within countries and economic sectors, but everywhere
it has a major impact on workplace relations and the manner in which the prin-
ciples of  freedom of  association and the right to collective bargaining are realized.
This chapter reviews the major features of  this process and how it affects workers
and their unions, employers and their associations and the role of  the State in the
(formal and informal) labour market. It highlights trends visible at the end of  the
twentieth century in order to identify issues that warrant the attention of  public
policy-makers in general, and the ILO’s tripartite constituents in particular.
Globalization and the world of work
12. Globalization has captured the attention of  governments, multilateral in-
stitutions and policy-makers everywhere. The term means many things to many
people, but for the purposes of  this Report it refers to the combination of  opening
and integrating markets, technological innovation, and political reform. The
first component of  globalization is the heightening of  competition, the result of
the liberalization of  trade and financial regimes and integration of  markets.
Over the last 30 years, international trade and flows of  foreign direct investment
have grown faster than world output (see figure 1.1). The expansion of  trade in
goods and services, capital flows, and shrinking transport and communication
costs force employers, unions and governments increasingly to take account of
competition from other countries.
Globalization increases
intensity of
competition
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1 See ILO: Sectoral Activities Programme (SECTOR): Commerce (http://www.ilo.org/public/english/dialogue/sector/sectors/
commerce.htm)
2 UNCTAD: World Investment Report (Part II): Foreign Direct Investment and the Challenge of  Development (New York and Geneva, United
Nations, 1999) and ILO: Follow-up on and promotion of  the Tripartite Declaration of  Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social
Policy, Governing Body doc. 268/MNE/1/1.
Impact of  information
revolution
New political dynamics
Multinationals lead the
process of  globalization
13. The second component of  globalization is rapid change in the area of  in-
formation technology. The information technology revolution has created a glo-
bal market for investment finance, vastly increased the pace and scale of  infor-
mation exchange, and dramatically altered production, distribution and man-
agement processes and structures. Workplaces are experiencing the impact of
machines that can perform what used to be the uniquely human skill of  process-
ing information. For example, by using technology to reduce the costs of  order-
ing, shipping and inventory-holding, United States wholesalers have boosted
output by 20 per cent without increasing employment.1
14. Symbolized by the fall of  the Berlin Wall, the third component of
globalization is the wave of  democratic political reform and the eclipse of  non-
and anti-market systems of  economic organization associated with state-
planned economies. Most countries have opened up to a significant degree to in-
ternational competition. The ideological confrontation that marked the twenti-
eth century has given way to debate about how best to manage the market and
enlarge respect for basic human rights.
15. Lowering economic barriers between nations opens up enormous new pos-
sibilities for multinational companies and the growing number of  national busi-
nesses linked up with them. Parent firms and foreign affiliates of  multinational en-
terprises (MNEs) now account for 25 per cent of  global output. Foreign direct in-
vestment by multinationals has gained increasing significance as a means to de-
liver goods and services directly to foreign markets. The value of  foreign affiliate
sales (of  goods and services) in domestic and international markets amounted to
US$11 trillion in 1998, compared to US$7 trillion of  world exports for the same
year. Whilst the main impact on employment is on national/local companies that
are subcontractors or otherwise linked to MNEs, total direct employment of  for-
eign employees has been increasing.2 Multinationals lead the way in disseminating
new techniques of  management and new technologies for production. In many
sectors, they are the driving force of  a global chain of  production, linking compa-
nies in the developing world to consumers in industrialized countries.
Figure 1.1. Growth in world output, exports and foreign direct
investment (FDI) outflows (percentage)
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16. These developments in trade, capital flows and production processes
have delivered significant social and economic benefits. For example, the
growth of  world trade has stimulated output and employment growth. In-
creased competition as a result of  the lowering of  trade barriers has spurred
innovation and widened consumer choice. However, the increased global inte-
gration of  economies has also brought a number of  social costs in its wake.
The economic adjustment process accompanying financial and trade liberal-
ization has resulted in a higher degree of  employment volatility and an in-
crease in insecurity and inequality.3
17. Globalization is controversial because of  its differential impact on coun-
tries, communities and individuals. The global economy does not benefit ev-
ery person or region of  the world. Nor has the technological revolution
touched every part of  the globe.4 Many economies are increasingly integrating
into a global economy, but others are becoming marginalized, and global in-
equalities are growing.5 This simultaneous inclusion and exclusion of  people, regions
and economic sectors is a significant characteristic of  globalization and presents some of  its
greatest challenges.
Impact of globalization on the exercise of freedom of
association and collective bargaining rights
18. Workers’ and employers’ organizations, and the laws and institutions
that set the framework for their functioning, were originally developed when
firms sold most of  their output in a national market. Social and market forces
operated within the same geographical and political boundaries. This is no
longer the case. Capital has acquired the option to exit and MNEs are signifi-
cant employers, directly or indirectly, in many parts of  the world. National
collective bargaining has increasingly to take account of  developments in
other countries. Long-established practices and deeply felt values are being
tested against the criteria of  survival in a fiercely competitive global market. It
is feared that these developments will place downward pressure on freedom of
association and collective bargaining rights.
19. Key features of  the labour market and its regulations are relevant for
the assessment of  the advantages of  a country within the global market.
Regulatory, normative (e.g., by collective agreement) and institutional forms
of  protection and labour market security are sometimes perceived as “costs”
as well as “impediments” to flexibility and competitiveness. This perception
can be either in the eyes of  the potential investor and customer from abroad
– or, as is more often the case, in the eyes of  the authorities who wish to gain
investment and orders. To attract foreign investors, export processing zones
in some parts of  the world effectively restrict freedom of  association. How-
ever, there may be a potentially disastrous mismatch between the different
perceptions. Whilst local authorities may believe that very low wages and no
labour regulation will attract business, the investor may well be ready to ac-
cept higher costs if  there is political stability, infrastructure, domestic de-
mand for the produced goods and services, and well-functioning industrial
relations.
Globalization has
produced benefits but
also carried social
costs
Differential impact of
globalization provokes
tensions
National systems of
representation under
pressure
Competition between
labour market systems
erodes freedom of
association
3 See ILO: Final report on the social impact of  globalization, Governing Body doc. 276/WP/SDL/1.
4 Castells makes the point that the technological revolution has not been all-encompassing with a “digital gap” having developed
both within and between countries. See M. Castells: Information technology, globalization and social development (Geneva, United Nations
Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD), 1999).
5 An analysis of  long-term trends in world income distribution (between countries) shows that the distance between the richest and
poorest countries grew from 35 to 1 in 1959 to 72 to 1 in 1992. See: UNDP: Human Development Report (Geneva, 1999).
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20. The internationalization of  production is impacting directly on the collec-
tive bargaining environment. Considerable attention has been given to the mul-
tiple exit options available to mobile capital in the globalized economy. Not only
can the actual transfer of  an undertaking from one country to another close
down avenues of  collective bargaining, the mere threat of  doing so can signifi-
cantly change power relations at the bargaining table. In the same vein, workers
bargaining at national level may find that they have inadequate access to infor-
mation about the international financial position and corporate plans of  the
employer with whom they are negotiating, or that the employer representative
has no real decision-making power. In such circumstances, the real content and
meaning of  collective bargaining can be seriously reduced. One view is that the
effective realization of  the right to collective bargaining requires that it, too,
should be conducted at the international level. However, despite the trend to-
ward more consultation and information arrangements in the context of  re-
gional integration or with respect to specific multinational enterprises, there
have been no significant advances in this direction.
21. The restructuring of  production by firms so that they can concentrate on
core activities and the wide-scale privatization of  state enterprises have re-
duced the size of  production units and led to the outsourcing of  work previ-
ously done by in-house service staff. Modifications in work organization and
technology, induced by the search for more flexible and responsive work meth-
ods, have resulted in more contract and part-time work. These factors are im-
pacting on traditional employment relations and the exercise of  freedom of
association and collective bargaining rights inherent in them. Should workers
in smaller units choose to join a trade union they are at greater risk of  intimi-
dation than those in larger enterprises. Flexible work patterns make it more
difficult to organize workers for collective representation. Subcontracting ar-
rangements are causing the employment relationship increasingly to resemble
a commercial relationship, making it difficult to identify the real employer for
the purposes of  collective bargaining.
22. Perhaps more indirectly related to the process of  globalization is the in-
creasing economic significance of  the informal economy6 as a source of  em-
ployment in most developing countries in recent years (see figure 1.2). The ILO
estimates that in Latin America, between 1990 and 1994, 80 per cent of  new
jobs created were in the informal economy. In Africa, this sector was expected to
generate 93 per cent of  additional jobs in the 1990s.7 Workers in the informal
economy often experience the most extreme insecurities and little or no protec-
tion as labour legislation can seldom be effectively applied to them. Where some
form of  representation of  their collective interests is manifestly necessary, tradi-
tional trade union presence is very weak. And yet collective organization is an
essential tool to escape poverty.
Segmentation of  labour
markets has
undermined the
exercise of  these rights
Bulk of  new entrants to
the workforce in the
informal economy yet
low levels of
organization
6 The notion of  the informal economy includes those small-scale income-generating activities which take place outside the official
regulatory framework and typically utilize a low level of  capital, technology and skills, while providing low incomes and unstable
employment. This excludes “underground” activities that may be profitable, but deliberately evade taxes and regulations. The 1993
International Conference of  Labour Statisticians adopted a resolution defining the informal sector as consisting of  household enter-
prises, which include own-account workers (without paid employees on a permanent basis) and employers of  informal enterprises
(employing one or more on a continuous basis). See ILO: Key Indicators of  the Labour Market (Geneva, 1999).
7 M. Tomei: Freedom of  association, collective bargaining and informalization of  employment – Some issues (Geneva, ILO, 1999).
Internationalization of
production impacting
on collective bargaining
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8 See ILO: World Labour Report, 1997-98 (Geneva, 1997).
23. The impact of  changes in the labour market on the exercise of  freedom of  as-
sociation and collective bargaining rights has an inherent gender dimension. The
majority of  workers in subcontracted, temporary or casual work, part-time work and
informal occupations are women. Even in the formal export-oriented manufacturing
sector, women tend to be concentrated in the lower occupational ranks with the least
secure contractual arrangements. More women than men are in unorganized and
unprotected jobs which lack security of  tenure. This perpetuates poverty for families.
24. These trends have a direct impact on the collective representation of
workers. Whilst union membership generally remains significant in large workplaces,
it has decreased in almost all parts of  the world in the last decade.8 The relevance of
collective representation is not always obvious when workplaces are small or in activi-
ties where there is little experience of  collective organization and representation of
interests. In addition, despite the spread of  democracy throughout the world, there is
Gender bias to trends
Union membership hit
Figure 1.2. Employment in the urban informal economy
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still a considerable degree of  unease with, and even outright hostility towards, trade
unions. A fear of  the reaction of  employers or public authorities can make working
women and men hesitant about joining together or signing with a union.
25. Employers’ organizations are also being challenged by globalization. The
dynamics of  employers’ organizations, and the choice of  issues on which coor-
dination of  views and policies is advantageous, have always been determined by
their members being in competition with each other. But the intensified compe-
tition due to globalization and technological change is of  a different order, af-
fecting companies’ views about the role of  employers’ organizations and
whether their firms should take an active role in the activities of  these organiza-
tions. Although by no means universal, some employers place more emphasis on
determining wages and conditions of  employment at the firm or plant level
rather than through sectoral or national negotiations between federations of
employer and trade unions. The growing diversity of  company interests, emer-
gence of  MNEs and growth of  small enterprises are also presenting an impor-
tant set of  challenges to employers’ associations.9
26. The impact of  globalization on the exercise of  freedom of  association and
collective bargaining principles and rights means that a significant representation gap
has arisen in the world of  work. This representation gap is of  concern since achiev-
ing the ILO’s goal of  decent work for all women and men in conditions of  free-
dom, equity, security and human dignity is only possible if  they can have a say in
what this means for them. Freedom of  association and the right to organize and
bargain collectively are fundamental human rights. The way they are exercised
has a major impact on work and living conditions as well as on the responsive-
ness of  economic systems to the need for innovation.
Closing the representation gap and securing a voice
for working women and men in a changing world
27. Announcements by firms of  restructuring, mergers, takeovers and layoffs
are common occurrences. They contribute to a growing sense of  insecurity
amongst workers about their current employment situation. With both negoti-
ated and statutory employment guarantees in practice proving to be more and
more elusive, ensuring an effective voice at work is important to help people feel
secure in a global economy. When workers have information about the forces
affecting the firm and a measurable say in the strategies employed to deal with
these external demands, they feel a greater sense of  control over their own lives.
This ability to exercise choice is one of  the key elements of  human dignity. It is
important to close the representation gap that has developed in order to secure a
voice for men and women in a changing world of  work.
28. Given the power asymmetry that exists between employers and workers
in the employment relationship, workers have always stressed the need for in-
dependence and protection in their dealings with management and the pro-
motion of  their interests. A number of  surveys confirm that workers continue
to express desire for some form of  collective representation.10 This need for
9 ibid.
10 Workers surveyed in the Worker Representation and Participation Survey (WRPS) in the United States, were reported to want
independence and protection of  that independence in their dealings with management (representational security). See: R. Freeman
and J. Rogers: What workers want (Cornell University Press, 1999). Also see: D. Peetz: Unions in a contrary world: The future of  the Australian
trade union movement (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1998); A. Morehead, M. Steele, M. Alexander, K. Stephen, and L.
Duffin: Changes at work: The 1995 Australian Workplace Industrial Relations Survey (Longman, Australia, 1997); M. Cully, S. Woodland,
A. O’Reilly and G. Dix: Britain at work: As depicted by the 1998 Workplace Employee Relations Survey (London, Routledge, 1999).
Challenges for em-
ployer coordination in a
more competitive world
Representation gap
A growing sense of
insecurity
Workers and employers
need representational
security
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independence in discussions with management concerning change and its
consequences becomes increasingly important in a global economy. In order
to secure and exercise an independent voice at work, workers and employers
need representational security. Representational security at work is based on the free-
dom of  workers and employers to form and join organizations of  their own choosing without
fear of  reprisal or intimidation. It refers to the institutional means of  representation that the
realization of  these principles and rights allow.
29. As we have seen, globalization has a different impact on countries, commu-
nities and sectors. Representational security facilitates local responses relevant to
the particular challenges being faced in the various communities or sectors of  the
economy. Respect for freedom of  association allows for the development of  the
institutional means of  representation most relevant to the particular context and
issue – be these rural tenant organizations, associations of  traders in the informal
economy, trade unions or employers’ organizations. Strategies for the collective
representation of  interests by these institutions are also able to evolve in a way that
most appropriately address the particular issue at hand – be this a negotiation
concerning the use of  land, a demonstration or campaign against the worst forms
of  child labour, a delegation of  workers or employers addressing the government
concerning the implications of  a trade agreement or social dialogue to mitigate
the impact of  a financial crisis.
30. Collective forms of  representation in the workplace allow inherent con-
flicts of  interests to be managed according to an agreed set of  procedures. In
the absence of  interest representation by organizations freely chosen by work-
ers or employers, conflict can fester and materialize in far more costly and so-
cially destabilizing forms. The advance of  democracy and increasing respect
for civil and political liberties have enhanced the role that these organizations
can play in managing conflicting interests and facilitating social stability. Rep-
resentational security is the key to ensuring the collective representation of  in-
terests.
31. With work likely to be made up of  a number of  “employment episodes” at
different locations and possibly even in different countries, workers are tending
more and more to seek representational security across these episodes and sites
of  employment. The scope of  collective representation (and representational se-
curity) must include an increasingly composite workforce. It is often the poorest
of  the world, such as marginal peasant farmers and landless labourers, who take
the greatest personal risks when they try to become organized and get their
voice heard where power resides, whether it is with the local landlord or public
authority. Many categories of  workers remain either uncovered or specifically
excluded from legal protection and are thus under-represented at the work-
place.11 There are other non-traditional associations that sometimes give these
workers voice. For example, although rural workers are seldom represented by
trade unions, they may be “informally represented” by embryonic organizations
that help them gain work opportunities.
32. Freedom of  association does not depend on working under a contract of
employment.12 Building up fresh approaches to representation of  workers and
employers in the informal economy can play an important role in protecting
workers in this sector. An international Symposium on Trade Unions and the
11 These categories include agricultural workers, domestic workers, non-nationals, public employees/civil servants, firefighters and
prison staff, workers in export processing zones, etc. See ILO: Review of  annual reports under the follow-up to the Declaration on Fundamental
Principles and Rights at Work, Governing Body doc. 277/3/1, Mar. 2000, Geneva.
12 See ILO: Review of  annual reports, op. cit., Part I, Annex 6, para. 21, p. 64.
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globalization
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representation of
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Informal Sector in Geneva in October 1999 adopted a number of  specific rec-
ommendations, which included the following:
l trade unions need to consider developing a dual organizing strategy
including a “community-based” approach to organizing in conjunction
with other “shopfloor” organizing methods;
l trade unions should establish mechanisms to systematically track
contracting-out processes in order to identify potential members,
specifically contract workers and homeworkers;
l there is a need to build coalitions with appropriate informal sector unions
and organizations that already exist.13
33. Women account for a significant and rising share of  the labour force (see
figure 1.3) but women workers continue to be under-organized and under-rep-
resented in trade unions. To some extent this reflects the exclusion of  female-
dominated sectors, such as domestic workers, from the legal protection of  free-
dom of  association. The ability of  women to exercise freely their rights to join
trade unions and have their interests represented on a par with those of  their
male colleagues is vital to the achievement of  both gender equality and trade
union strength. Not only should women take their place at the negotiation table
but gender issues will have to be made more explicit during the collective bar-
gaining process to ensure that any agreement reflects the priorities and aspira-
tions of  both women and men.14
Overcoming gender
inequalities through
women’s
empowerment
13 ILO: Conclusions and recommendations, International Symposium on Trade Unions and the Informal Sector, Geneva, 18-22 Oct.
1999 (doc. TUIS/1999/1).
14 See, for example: E. Goodson, K. Maloba-Caines, S. Olney, F. O’Neill: Gender equality: A guide to collective bargaining (Geneva, ILO, 1998),
and ILO: “Collective bargaining: An instrument for equality”, in Gender! A partnership of  equals (Geneva, 2000) pp. 18-19.
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Figure 1.3. Womens share of total formal employment
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34. Employers’ organizations that develop common positions on labour mar-
ket issues play an important role in many countries. By participating in broader
processes of  social dialogue15 these organizations give voice to employer inter-
ests at the macroeconomic level. Accommodating the interests of  multinational
employers and those of  smaller employers presents significant challenges. Em-
ployers at the head of  smaller enterprises can benefit a great deal from member-
ship in an organization able to provide help with training, recruitment and other
aspects of  human resource management, medical insurance and pensions. In
many countries this type of  support is expanding. As the direct role of  the State
as service deliverer diminishes,16 associations of  micro and small entrepreneurs
are increasingly becoming partners in the channelling of  services and resources.
Helping fledgling associations transform into employers’ associations also pre-
sents new opportunities for organization. At the same time, employers’ organi-
zations help to consolidate democratic regimes. In developing and transition
countries, employers’ organizations are providing important assistance to “new”
employers after privatization and advising them on means to enhance produc-
tivity and competitiveness.
35. Closing the representation gap that has developed in respect of  the inter-
ests of  workers and employers means finding the structures, policies and organ-
izational alignments best suited to the changing face of  work. An increasingly
heterogeneous workforce with dissimilar patterns of  labour participation and
different interests and demands requires new methods of  organization and rep-
resentation. For trade unions this may require innovative organizing techniques
and the provision of  other services.17 In the case of  employers it may mean rede-
fining the role and boundaries of  employers’ associations to meet contemporary
labour market interests on a global scale. Technology and the media have not
only changed the world of  work but also provided the means of  organizing and
building solidarity across boundaries that was hitherto impossible. Respect for
freedom of  association and collective bargaining rights provides the basis for
building the representational security needed to meet these contemporary chal-
lenges and opportunities.
Representational security and the high road to global
competitiveness
36. In a world of  constantly shifting patterns of  comparative advantage, firms
which are unable to innovate and adapt will not survive. Management needs to be
able to harness the firms’ capacity for innovation, as well as to utilize technology
and human resources and translate these into efficient work organization. Work-
places where the employees have exercised their right to organize tend to be better
at innovation, adaptation and productivity.18 However, trade unions are not uni-
versally seen by employers or public authorities as partners in this process; indeed
they are seen as negative factors. Human resources management can be fully
Meeting challenges
posed by representation
gap
Employers’ gains from
organized workplaces
not seen by all
15 Social dialogue includes all types of  negotiations, consultations or exchange of  information between and among the tripartite and
bipartite partners on issues of  common interest relating to economic and social policy. See InFocus Programme on Social Dialogue,
Social Dialogue Sector (http://www.ilo.org/public/english/dialogue).
16 For example, the Central American Committee of  Micro-enterprises (COCEMI), a non-profit, regional organization comprising
seven national committees embracing the interests of  various associations, takes an active part in regional debates with other sec-
tors – including employers’ and workers’ organizations, women’s and indigenous peoples’ associations – on the way Central Ameri-
can economic integration is progressing. See: M. Tomei, Freedom of  association … (op. cit).
17 See Dagg: “Organizing homeworkers into unions”, in E. Boris and E. Prügl (eds.): Homeworkers in global perspective: Invisible no more
(London, Routledge, 1996). See also A.V. Jose: The future of  the labour movement: Some observations on developing countries (Geneva, ILO,
International Institute for Labour Studies, 1999).
18 See also ILO: Collective bargaining, competitiveness and employment protection (Geneva, forthcoming); P. Auer: Employment revival in Europe:
Labour market success in Austria, Denmark, Ireland and the Netherlands (Geneva, ILO, 2000); L. Mishel and P. Voos: Unions and economic
competitiveness (New York, Sharp, 1992); OECD: Employment Outlook (Paris, 1999).
Changes in employers’
organizations
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compatible with freedom of  association and collective bargaining, but some mana-
gers see it as a way to avoid independent collective representation by the employees.
A unionized workplace can even be perceived as a sign of  poor management.19 And
yet freedom of  association is a natural corollary to freedom of  enterprise.
37. The crucial issue is to develop partnerships between the representatives chosen
freely by the workers and management in such a way that they unlock the firm’s po-
tential for innovation, adaptability and productivity. Listening to the voices of  those
inside as well as outside the firm paves the way for better decisions. Workers who
have been equally involved in the decisions are more likely to be committed to their
implementation. Partnerships at the workplace facilitate stability and industrial
peace in a context in which external demands for change are continuous.
38. Whilst by no means universal, one of  the most dramatic effects of  the
technological revolution has been to reduce substantially the numbers of  staff
involved in supervising and recording the work process. Computers now auto-
matically store and process information that managers and “frontline” produc-
ers can call up when they need it, thus significantly reducing the layers of  hierar-
chy. Multiple skills and an ability to exercise responsibility are at a premium in
the knowledge economy.20 By comparison with the “Fordist” era of  mass pro-
duction based on the breakdown of  the production process into simple repeti-
tive tasks, workers are now required to use initiative and choose from a wide
range of  options made available by computers. This requires greater levels of
skill and trust and a more open exchange of  information in workplace relations.
39. Instead of  being a liability and impeding market efficiency, collective represen-
tation at work can facilitate greater degrees of  cooperation and trust. Employers are
beginning to realize that this can be a critical asset as they require a workforce they
can trust to demonstrate initiative on the job. Equally workers need to be able to
have confidence in managers if  they are to embrace work processes that entail con-
tinuous adaptation. Respect for a voice at work and genuine participation consistent with freedom
of  association lay the foundation for trust and cooperation in the management of  change.
40. The integration of  capital markets has been accompanied by volatility in
interest and exchange rates and changes in the direction and size of  capital
flows. All are major factors affecting business prospects. Managers know that the
financial parameters within which they are planning can change suddenly, re-
quiring a capacity for rapid adjustment, including the labour-cost component of
final prices. The process of  collective bargaining and social dialogue oils the
wheels of  change and enables prevailing agreements to be realigned in the light
of  changing circumstances.21 The integration of  capital markets also means that
a crisis within one economy can trigger global economic instability requiring
rapid economic adjustment. At the national level, social dialogue can facilitate
the social bargains needed to support broader adjustment processes. There ap-
pears to be a convergence between the increasing demand for micro- and
macro-adjustment capabilities and the growing (business) value of  mechanisms,
through which the direct voice of  those concerned facilitates successful change
and adjustment at the workplace and within economies.
Innovative
partnerships
Multiple skills and
teamwork – key to
successful companies
in knowledge economy
19 R. Adams: Assessing the extent of  freedom of  association and the effective right to bargain collectively in light of  global developments, Background
paper prepared for InFocus Programme on Promoting the Declaration (Geneva, ILO, 1999).
20 For example, technology-driven changes in the chemical sector mean that higher training is demanded for technicians and plant
operatives [ILO, Social Dialogue Sector, Sectoral Activities Programme: Chemical industries (http://www.ilo.org/public/english/
dialogue/sector/sectors/chem.htm)].
21 M. Ozaki (ed.): Negotiating flexibility (Geneva, ILO, 1999).
A voice at work
facilitates trust and
cooperation
Collective bargaining
facilitates rapid change
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41. While it is increasingly recognized that worker participation improves pro-
ductivity and enhances firm performance and competitiveness,22 many employ-
ers have yet to adopt a more open and constructive attitude to unions. Effective
partnerships require the investment of  management time in building relation-
ships that allay workers’ fears of  change. Union leaderships may still be pursu-
ing a confrontational, ideologically tinged approach. Enabling workers to make
a meaningful contribution to problem-solving entails willing partners, the shar-
ing of  information, the creation of  channels for collective representation,
proper consultation and dialogue. Embracing the concept of  a voice at work is a
“high road” to competitiveness through productivity enhancement and innova-
tion; however, it implies commitment and a significant change in traditional atti-
tudes on both the side of  management and unions. 23
42. The public sector faces similar competitive pressures to those of  the pri-
vate sector. Government decisions about the level of  taxation and borrowing are
being constrained and this has led to a tightening of  controls on public spending
in many countries. Many state-owned enterprises have been privatized or
placed on a much stricter commercial footing. Public service employers have
started to adapt and apply management techniques aimed at improving perfor-
mance and reducing labour costs. These challenges and constraints are being
compounded in countries undergoing structural adjustment and transition.24
Respect for freedom of  association and collective bargaining rights holds an
equally important “business” value in the public sector. Collective bargaining
can contribute in an important way towards agreements that do not disrupt
overall budget plans and that improve the quality of  service provision.
43. International business and employers’ organizations representing private
sector interests have acknowledged the need to follow this “high road” to global
competitiveness. They are lending support to initiatives within the private sector
for corporate social responsibility. In so far as these initiatives specifically include
reference to all four categories of  fundamental rights and principles at work,
they provide considerable opportunities for the realization of  these principles
and rights.25 One initiative originated with the United Nations Secretary-Gen-
eral in 1999, when he launched the “Global Compact” between the United Na-
tions system and the world business community. In the Global Compact, the pri-
vate sector is encouraged to support a set of  core values covering labour, envi-
ronment, and human rights, in an effort to give a human face to the global
economy (see box 1.1). The International Organisation of  Employers (IOE) has
been an active supporter of  the Global Compact initiative and has urged all em-
ployers’ organizations to embrace it.26
Collective bargaining in
the public sector
Private initiatives to
give a social dimension
to the global market
22 See, for example: D.I. Levine and L. D’Andrea Tyson: “Participation, productivity and the firm’s environment”, in A. Blinder (ed.):
Paying for productivity (Washington, DC, Brookings Institution, 1990); J. Stiglitz: Democratic development as the fruit of  labor, Keynote Address,
Industrial Relations Research Association, Boston, 2000; and ILO: Collective bargaining, employment protection and competitiveness, op. cit.
23 See: W. Sengenberger and D. Campbell: Creating economic opportunities: The role of  labour standards in industrial restructuring (Geneva,
ILO, International Institute for Labour Studies, 1994) and J. Stiglitz: Democratic development … op. cit., for discussion of  the principal-
agent problem in industrial relations systems (the low involvement or “low road” workplace and the high involvement or “high road”
workplace) and the value of  worker involvement in resolving this.
24 See ILO: Joint Meeting on Human Resource Development in the Public Service in the Context of  Structural Adjustment and Transition (Geneva,
doc. JMPS/1998/8, 14-18 Dec. 1998).
25 The Working Party on the Social Dimensions of  Globalization noted that of  the four categories of  fundamental principles and
rights at work, freedom of  association and collective bargaining rights received the least attention in these private initiatives (Govern-
ing Body doc. 273/WP/SDL).
26 Other partners including the International Confederation of  Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) have also been active supporters of  this
initiative. See http://www.unglobalcompact.org/gc/UNWeb.nsf/content/partnersandinitiatives.htm
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The role of policy in realizing the rights to organize
and bargain in a changing world
44. Government policies and legislation play an important role in either supporting
or eroding the exercise of  freedom of  association and collective bargaining rights in an
increasingly competitive world. Firms are confronted with a rapidly changing global
market environment, including a financial regime prone to volatility in which they may
need to change working arrangements at short notice. Workers, on the other hand, are
concerned about security of  employment and income. Inequalities and insecurities
threaten to disrupt economic and social cohesiveness. As we have seen, respect for free-
dom of  association and the right to collective bargaining can, by facilitating organiza-
tional and production flexibility and innovation, improve an individual firm’s efficiency.
But these rights also provide the means with which to address poverty and the distribu-
tional challenges that threaten social stability. It is increasingly recognized that equity
and distributional issues are among the factors that determine an economy’s overall per-
formance and influence poverty. Governments face the task of  working out a policy framework that
helps employers and workers achieve a balance between market pressures and the need for social stability.
45. Purely statutory forms of  regulation to achieve this balance, even when initially
well designed and supported by the social partners, are less dynamic than voice regula-
tion27 where systems of  consultation and negotiation supplement minimum legal
frameworks. These “voice regulated systems” should not be confused with systems in
27 See G. Standing: Global labour flexibility-seeking distributive justice (London, Macmillan Press Ltd., 1999) for discussion on statutory
regulation, market regulation and voice regulation.
The policy framework
in a global economy
Strong representational
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mechanisms for
adapting to change
Box 1.1
The Global Compact: Challenging the business community
The Global Compact challenges the business
community to embrace, support and enact a set of
nine core values in the areas of human rights, labour
standards, and environmental practices:
Human Rights
1. Businesses should support and respect the pro-
tection of internationally proclaimed human
rights within their sphere of influence; and
2. make sure they are not complicit in human
rights abuses.
Labour
3. Businesses should uphold the freedom of as-
sociation and the effective recognition of the
right to collective bargaining;
4. the elimination of all forms of forced or
compulsory labour;
5. the effective abolition of child labour; and
6. eliminate discrimination in respect of
employment and occupation.
Environment
7. Businesses should support a precautionary
approach to environmental challenges;
8. undertake to promote a greater environ-
mental responsibility; and
9. encourage the development and diffusion of
environmentally friendly technologies.
Principles 3 to 6 of the Global Compact call on world
business to demonstrate global leadership by up-
holding the values that lie at the heart of decent work:
freedom of association and collective bargaining;
and freedom from employment discrimination, child
labour, and forced labour.
The ILO works with its constituents and their business
partners to translate the labour principles of the Com-
pact into measures that promote decent work and life
 at the workplace and in communities of operation
around the world. Country-by-country databases, trai-
ning programmes and field projects contribute to
those efforts. The Global Compact website provides
easy access to ILO information on the following key
points:
What does each principle, including freedom of as-
sociation and the right to collective bargaining,
mean?
Why should business care about those values?
What can business do  in the workplace and in the
community of operation?
What international documents guide the steps to
realizing the principles the world over?
For more information see:
http://www.unglobalcompact. org
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which the State the State allows the market alone to regulate conditions of  employ-
ment. Systems of  voice regulation place an emphasis on the determination of  condi-
tions of  employment by voice mechanisms. For voice regulation to be an effective means
of  promoting efficiency and addressing equity and distributional issues, labour mar-
ket institutions need to be strong, representative and responsive. The development of
these institutions and mechanisms of  voice must therefore be underpinned by freedom of
association and reinforced by mechanisms of  conflict resolution that can facilitate re-
sponsiveness to change. Figure 1.4 shows the degree to which different countries rely
on voice regulation. This is determined by the extent to which countries rely on voice
mechanisms to determine conditions in the labour market. Of  those countries that
rely on a higher degree of  voice regulation, recent evidence reveals that Austria, Den-
mark, Ireland and the Netherlands have performed favourably in terms of  both em-
ployment recovery and economic performance.28 The diversity of  these countries’ le-
gal and industrial relations frameworks shows that although there are many ways to achieve
voice regulation, all rely on freedom of  association and collective bargaining.
28 P. Auer: Employment revival in Europe: Labour market success in Austria, Denmark, Ireland and the Netherlands (Geneva, ILO, 2000).
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46. Intensified competition and the need for greater flexibility have led some policy-
makers and enterprises to believe that decentralized collective bargaining is more con-
ducive to economic performance, as it responds better and quicker to the market posi-
tion of  individual enterprises. Advice given by international and regional financial in-
stitutions has taken this as a point of  departure, suggesting enterprise-level bargaining
in cases in which the existing structures are geared to sectoral or national solutions.
Such advice naturally has an impact on the institutions that have received the mandate
to participate in sectoral or national social dialogue. Whether or not decentralization
actually leads to better economic performance is a controversial subject.29 The key
may prove to be a combination of  bargaining and partnership at different levels.30 The
major issue is that a genuine bargaining system should not be established – or
dismantled – from the outside but must be the choice of  the social actors within
the national economy. This calls for strong and adaptable labour market institutions
and their articulation in a system that allows for all relevant levels of  interaction.
47. To be effective in eliminating poverty, development policies must fully inte-
grate economic, social and political dimensions. Addressing one dimension alone
will simply not achieve the results being sought. Sectoral approaches to develop-
ment that give primacy to economic and financial objectives, on the assumption
that social goals will be tackled separately, are destined to fail or be only partially
successful; overlooking the needs and aspirations of  the workforce will ultimately
undermine short-term economic gains. Participation in poverty-reduction strate-
gies means having an effective voice through the collective organization of  inter-
ests. This, in turn, implies organizational rights and representational security. Re-
spect for these rights builds social capital31 and paves the way for achieving decent
employment and incomes for all women and men, thereby reducing poverty and
inequality. With the total number of  people living on under US$2 a day now esti-
mated at nearly 3 billion, accounting for almost half  the world’s population,32 the
international community must focus on facilitating policy frameworks that create
an environment in which productive employment is increased and incomes from
work are raised – as part of  an integrated world development strategy. The orga-
nization of  work relations is central to this challenge. There is growing acceptance
that respect for these rights is not only a desired outcome of  economic develop-
ment, but also a critical means of  achieving sustainable development.
48. Along with enhancing access to equality in employment, the poverty
eradication strategy pursued by the ILO centres around strengthening women’s
power to bargain and negotiate and providing innovative strategies for social
protection. These, in turn, depend upon respect for freedom of  association and
the right to engage in collective action.
49. The realization of  these rights can contribute to the more efficient and ef-
fective functioning of  particular sectors of  the economy that are critical to suc-
cessful poverty reduction. The international financial institutions have rightly
placed a premium on investing in and enhancing performance of  the education
and health sectors which employ a high percentage of  women. The quality of
service these sectors provide has a clear influence on productivity of  the labour
Options for levels
of  bargaining is key
to achieving best
outcomes
Poverty reduction needs
integrated solutions
A gender dimension
The link between
freedom of  association
and collective
bargaining rights and
poverty reduction
29 See for example L. Calmfors and J. Driffill: “Bargaining structure, corporatism and macroeconomic performance”, in Economic Policy
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988), No. 6, pp. 19-61; S. Nickell: “Unemployment and labour market rigidities; Europe versus
North America, in Journal of  Economic Perspectives (Nashville, Tenn., 1997), Vol. 3; R. Di Tella and R. MacCulloch: The consequences of  labour
market flexibility: Panel evidence based on survey data (Harvard University, 1998); R.J. Flanagan: “Macroeconomic performance and collective bar-
gaining: An international perspective”, in Journal of  Economic Literature (Nashville, Tenn., 1999), Vol. XXXVII, pp. 1150-1175.
30 In Central and Eastern Europe, for instance, the lack of  consolidated collective bargaining machinery at industry level impedes
the resolution of  sectoral problems. See: G. Casale (ed.): Social dialogue in Central and Eastern Europe (Budapest, ILO, 1999).
31 Social capital refers to networks, linkages between institutions and relationships that both encourage trust and reciprocity and
shape the quality of  a society’s social interactions. World Bank: World Development Report (New York, Oxford University Press, 1999).
32 http://www.worldbank.org/html/extdr/extme/jdwsp021600.htm
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force and overall well-being of  women and men, and hence on the incidence
and distribution of  poverty. Maintaining a smooth running education system is
an important factor in combating exploitative child labour. Yet in education for
instance, poor labour relations often exacerbate underlying resource constraints.
Respect for freedom of  association and collective bargaining can help produce
solutions that allow public services to contribute effectively to an integrated pov-
erty reduction and development strategy.33
50. In considering the most appropriate national policies in an open world
economy, the debate is beginning to shift from a narrow preoccupation with “getting
prices right” and reining back regulations, to a broader consideration of  how best to
govern the market and balance social and economic goals. In an open economy, the
policy changes necessary to restore macroeconomic balance, such as devaluation or
an increase in interest rates, can have important distributional implications and trig-
ger disputes that delay adjustment. Research shows that countries to have benefited
most from integration into the world economy are those that already have institu-
tions of  conflict management in place and are thus better equipped to handle these
disputes.34 The realization of  freedom of  association and the right to collective bar-
gaining enable the development of  these institutions and provide important mecha-
nisms (often social dialogue of  one form or another) for reaching broad agreement
on social rules that determine the parameters of, for example, macro issues such as in-
flation control and unemployment reduction. In so doing they facilitate social effi-
ciency, achieving a balance between the dictates of  the global market and social goals.
Experience gleaned on recovery from the Asian financial crisis has pointed to the
value and importance of  sound labour market institutions, systems of  collective bar-
gaining, dispute prevention and resolution and social dialogue in dealing with the
consequences of  the crisis and enabling economic and social recuperation.
Fundamental principles and rights at work in a global
economy
51. Globalization delivers enormous new opportunities; however they tend to be
concentrated, and a significant number of  countries (workers and employers) are
denied its benefits. It is therefore hardly surprising that there are many in developing
countries, as well as groups of  workers in traditional occupations in industrialized
countries, who have the impression that the process of  globalization and the world
trading system is stacked against them. These perceptions have already emerged as a
social backlash in the streets of  Geneva, Seattle and Davos. When the social legiti-
macy of  the process is in question, there is a need to reflect upon ways to tackle the
economic and social management of  the world economy. The ILO Declaration is
one of  the instruments to promote social goals within the global economy. Respect
for freedom of  association and collective bargaining rights provides an indispensable
mechanism whereby women and men at work may have their voices heard and
claim their fair share of  the fruits of  globalization.
 Whereas economic growth is essential but not sufficient to
ensure equity, social progress and the eradication of poverty,
confirming the need for the ILO to promote strong social policies,
justice and democratic institutions; 
ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work,
Preamble, para. 2.
33 See, for instance, reports of  the Joint ILO-UNESCO Committee of  Experts on the Application of  the Recommendation con-
cerning the Status of  Teachers (CEART), available on the ILO website.
34 D. Rodrick: The new global economy and developing countries. Making openness work (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999).
Broad agreement to
social rules speeds up
economic restructuring
and facilitates
economic recovery
A social pillar to the
evolving governance
structure of  the global
economy
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52. Whilst much attention has been given to the role of  economic fundamen-
tals in maintaining economic stability, the social fundamentals underwritten by the
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work make an important
contribution towards integrating a social dimension into the global economy.
Wider benefits can be derived from a free labour movement, independent em-
ployers’ organizations and networks of  participation in civil society. These social
institutions can play a key role in determining the level and quality of  demo-
cratic accountability, thus ensuring more transparent (and efficient) public poli-
cies and better social protection. This is an advantage in a global economy char-
acterized by economic instability. An important challenge for governments, in-
ternational multilateral and financial institutions and international economic
agents is to reinforce the mechanisms that promote the realization of  the prin-
ciples of  freedom of  association and collective bargaining.
The security provided by democracy may not be sorely missed
when a country is lucky enough to be facing no serious calamity,
when everything is running along smoothly. But as a matter of
fact, the danger of insecurity arising from changes in the economic
or other circumstances, or from uncorrected mistakes of policy, can
lurk solidly behind what looks like a healthy State  The protective
role of democracy is strongly missed when it is most needed.
(Address by Professor Amartya Sen, Nobel Laureate in Economics, to
the International Labour Conference, 87th Session, Geneva, 1999.)35
53. International financial organizations recognize today that the institutional
structure within which markets function and the process through which reforms are
generated and implemented have a determining impact on their success. The Inter-
national Monetary Fund’s Article IV surveillance report on Indonesia in 1999 wel-
comed the Government’s decision to ratify the ILO’s fundamental Conventions.36
As part of  a wider consultation in many countries, IMF and World Bank staff  meet
unions and employers’ organizations more frequently, which results in their views
being taken into account in policies linked to funded programmes. Institutional col-
laboration between the ILO and the international financial institutions has also been
improved, including with the poverty-reduction strategies of  these institutions.37
Conclusion
54. Freedom of  association and the right to organize and bargain collectively are
fundamental human rights to be respected all over the world. Respect for these
principles and rights is good for business, for labour, for governments and for the
civil society, both domestically and internationally. Yet private business, public em-
ployers and public authorities do not always appreciate that these rights contribute
to economic performance and equitable development. As we have seen in this
chapter, globalization is also impacting on the exercise of  freedom of  association,
collective bargaining rights and the institutions affording representational security.
A significant representational gap has arisen in the world of  work in
both the formal and informal economy. The next chapter looks at the state
of  the world in respect of  these principles and rights. Where are they being chal-
lenged and why?
Deepening democracy
and integrating a social
dimension into the
global economy
Closer cooperation
between international
institutions
Challenges to decent
work in the twenty-first
century
35 http://mirror/public/english/standards/relm/ilc/ilc87/a-sen.htm
36 See: “IMF concludes Article IV consultation with Indonesia”, in Public Information Notice No. 99/33 (Washington, IMF, 1999).
37 The ILO Declaration Expert-Advisers, in reviewing the annual reports under the follow-up to the Declaration, commented that
the reports had produced information to justify the ILO’s continued efforts to enhance understanding among the international and
regional financial institutions about fundamental principles and rights at work and how their respect should be achieved in the con-
text of  sound economic growth. See ILO: Review of  annual reports, op. cit., Part I, Governing Body doc. 277/3/11, para. 66, p. 16.
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2. The global picture
Introduction
55. Freedom of  association and collective bargaining rights are a crucial element
of  long-term competitiveness and sustained development and vital for attending to
rising insecurity and social unease. Yet respect for these fundamental principles and
rights at work has not been attained everywhere and by everyone. This chapter takes
stock of  the situation as regards the realization of  these principles and rights around
the world. On the basis of  information from the ILO’s supervisory machinery1 and
government reports under the follow-up to the Declaration, it assesses progress
made in recent years and identifies where problems still exist and why. Finally, it
highlights information from annual reports under the Declaration about positive
measures being taken by member States in the direction of  respect for freedom of
association and effective recognition of  the right to engage in collective bargaining.
Democracy and civil liberties
56. Two of  the major advances of  the past century have been the codification
and promotion of  human rights – civil, political, economic, social and cultural –
and the deepening of  democracy in all regions. The consolidation of  democracy
and expanded freedom of  association go hand in hand. Recent developments in
Chile, Indonesia, Mozambique, Poland, South Africa and elsewhere bear witness to this.
Recognition of  freedom of  association has been embedded in the ILO Constitu-
tion since the Organization’s founding in 1919. And some 30 years ago, the Inter-
national Labour Conference recognized the close link between the exercise of
freedom of  association and collective bargaining and fundamental civil liberties
when it adopted a resolution on the subject (see resolution in box 2.1).
A dynamic global
picture
Denial of  civil liberties
pre-empts freedom of
association
1 The main aspects of  this supervisory machinery are set out below in Chapter 3.
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57. Yet as reflected in the conclusions of  the ILO’s supervisory bodies, the re-
striction, and sometimes suppression, of  civil liberties remains a major cause of
infringements of  freedom of  association. The ILO Declaration Expert-Advisers
have also highlighted the “critical relationship between workers’ and employers’
rights of  association and civil liberties”.3 While there has been some improve-
ment in this area in recent years, approximately one-third of  all complaints sub-
mitted to the Committee on Freedom of  Association4 still – whether in whole or
in part – relate directly to violations of  civil liberties (see figure 2.1 below).
2 Adopted by the International Labour Conference at its 54th Session on 25 June 1970.
3 Review of  the annual reports under the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, Part I, Introduction of  the ILO Expert-Advisers to
the annual reports (Geneva, 2000, Governing Body doc. 277/3/1), Annex 6, p. 60.
4 The tripartite ILO Committee on Freedom of  Association receives allegations of  infringement of  freedom of  association prin-
ciples by ILO member States from employers’ and workers’ organizations – whether or not the Conventions concerned have been
ratified by the country in question. It reviews the substance of  a case, makes conclusions and recommendations which are brought
before the Governing Body. For details on this and other procedures, see: D. Tajgman and K. Curtis: Freedom of  association: A user’s
guide: Standards, principles and procedures of  the International Labour Organization (Geneva, ILO, 2000).
Box 2.1
Resolution concerning trade union rights and their relation to civil liberties2
The General Conference of the International Labour
Organization 
1. Recognises that the rights conferred upon
workers and employers organizations must
be based on respect for those civil liberties
which have been enunciated in particular in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and in the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and that the absence of
these civil liberties removes all meaning from
the concept of trade union rights.
2. Places special emphasis on the following civil
liberties, as defined in the Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights, which are essential for
the normal exercise of trade union rights:
(a) the right to freedom and security of person
and freedom from arbitrary arrest and
detention;
(b)freedom of opinion and expression and in
particular freedom to hold opinions without
interference and to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas through any media and
regardless of frontiers;
(c) freedom of assembly;
(d)the right to a fair trial by an independent and
impartial tribunal;
(e) the right to protection of the property of
trade union organizations .
Figure 2.1. ILO Committee on freedom of association
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58. Over the past ten years, the Committee on Freedom of  Association has
addressed allegations of  violations of  trade union rights involving:5
l murders and/or disappearances (e.g., Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Guatemala, India, Indonesia);
l physical assaults against persons (e.g., Argentina, Central African Republic,
China, Colombia, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Haiti, Mauritius, Sudan, Zimba-
bwe);
l arrests and detentions (e.g., Central African Republic, Cape Verde, China,
Comoros, Democratic Republic of  the Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Djibouti, El Salvador,
Ethiopia, Gabon, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Indonesia, Republic of  Korea, Lebanon,
Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Senegal, Swaziland, Sudan);
l forced exile (e.g., Myanmar, Bahrain);
l obstacles to freedom of  movement (e.g., Bangladesh, Colombia, Congo);
l breaches of  freedom of  assembly (e.g., Kenya, Zimbabwe), of  demonstration
(e.g., Belarus, China, Côte d’Ivoire, Djibouti, India, Mauritius, Senegal, Swaziland),
of  opinion and expression (e.g., China, Ecuador, Morocco);
l violations of  trade union premises and property (e.g., Bulgaria, Central
African Republic, Côte d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Lebanon, Nicaragua, Russian Federation,
Senegal, Ukraine);
l declaring states of  emergency and suspension of  civil liberties (e.g., Bolivia).
59. Particularly serious problems are posed by situations in which there is a
significant absence of  the rule of  law and the most basic considerations of  due
process cannot be assured; the same also holds true for situations in which acts
of  extreme violence against trade unionists take place without arrest, trial or
conviction in conditions of  virtual impunity. In such cases, concerted efforts
need to be aimed as much at the restoration of  the control of  the state authority
and the consequent guarantees of  legal protection as at the general protection
of  trade union rights.
60. In addition to the cases examined by the Committee on Freedom of  Asso-
ciation, the tripartite ILO Conference Committee on the Application of  Stan-
dards has singled out 15 special cases of  non-application of  Conventions Nos.
87 and 98 since 1990 (involving Cameroon, Colombia, Morocco, Myanmar, Nigeria,
Panama and Swaziland). The United Nations General Assembly, in its most re-
cent resolution concerning the human rights situation in Myanmar, deplored
the continuing violation of  those rights in that country, including “the denial of
freedom of  … association”6 – an issue raised in the ILO supervisory system for
some time.
61. On the other hand, it is encouraging to note that there has been a signifi-
cant improvement in the respect for civil liberties in several countries during the
ten-year period in question, particularly as concerns the release of  detained
trade unionists (e.g., Republic of  Korea, Indonesia, Nigeria, Swaziland) and of  de-
tained employers (e.g., Nicaragua), and the lifting of  a state of  emergency (e.g.,
Bolivia). Similarly, basic freedom of  association rights have often been restored
following the return to the rule of  law and democracy in countries formerly un-
der dictatorships or martial law (e.g., Nigeria), or in countries which have
achieved major political and economic reforms (e.g., South Africa, Indonesia).
Civil liberties viola-
tions and trade union
rights
5 The examples given below, and in the rest of  this chapter, are nothing more than examples. They do not purport to give an ex-
haustive list of  pending issues or of  cases of  progress. For a more complete picture of  the issues involved, see the most recent ILO
General Survey of  the Committee of  Experts on this subject: Freedom of  Association and Collective Bargaining, Report III, Part 4B, Inter-
national Labour Conference, 81st Session, Geneva, 1994, and annual reports of  the Committee of  Experts on the Application of
Conventions and Recommendations, which are discussed in the Applications Committee of  the International Labour Conference
(its report appears as part of  the Provisional Record of  the Conference, available on the ILO website).
6 United Nations: Resolution adopted by the General Assembly: Situation of  human rights in Myanmar (A/RES/54/186, adopted on
17 Dec. 1999 (para. 5)).
The rule of  law
Serious cases and
continued failure to
apply ratified FOA
Conventions
Civil liberties restored
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Freedom of association for representational security
62. The right to organize is the key enabling right and the gateway to the exer-
cise of  a range of  other rights at work. Inevitably if  workers or employers are
denied the possibility of  organizing, they will not have access to these other
rights. The reasoning in the previous chapter underlines that there are benefits
to all parties directly involved, and to society at large, if  the right to organize is
respected fully, and becomes the basis for constructive relations at work. Yet
there are still widespread and sometimes serious violations of  the right to orga-
nize. This section outlines the characteristics of  these violations and addresses
the reasons for their persistence.
63. The most easily identifiable denials of  the right to organize are to be found
in the laws of  a number of  countries which prohibit the independent formation
of  any type of  organization by all – or specified categories of  – workers, or
which limit the freedom of  workers and employers to form and join organiza-
tions of  their choice. Considerable progress has been made in recent years in
bringing an end to such situations. But those that remain constitute some of  the
gravest contraventions of  the fundamental principles of  freedom of  association.
Less visible, but equally pernicious, are extra-legal or informal denials – or dis-
couragement of  – the right to organize. Attempts to address these denials re-
quire providing for adequate protections against acts of  anti-union discrimina-
tion. But they should also include pre-emptive action which aims at establishing
wide acceptance of  the right to organize and the proposition that its violation is
neither useful nor tolerable. The overall challenge is to create a climate in the
formal as well as the informal economies which enables free organization, and
where those engaged in it can act without fear of  negative consequences.
64. Today, outright prohibitions on any type of  worker organization are rare
(e.g., Oman, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates). Some countries (e.g., Bahrain, Qatar)
allow only committees of  workers, labour councils or welfare associations whose
freedom of  action is tightly constrained and which therefore do not have the at-
tributes of  independent workers’ organizations. Some countries have legislation
permitting trade unions but refuse their registration (e.g., Equatorial Guinea).
65. A more frequent denial of  the right to organize exists when governments
prescribe single organizations to which workers or employers may belong, out-
lawing and suppressing any others. This type of  legally enforced monopoly is in
direct contradiction to the right of  employers and workers to form and join or-
ganizations of  their own choosing. A resolution adopted by the International
Labour Conference in 1952 concerning the independence of  the trade union
movement underlines the significance of  this issue, and the fact that, whatever
the advantages to be had from unity in the organization and representation of
workers and employers, pluralism must always remain an option (see box 2.2).
Unity must be chosen, not imposed: pluralism must likewise be the outcome of
free choice and not external imposition.
Conditions in both law
and practice have a
serious impact on the
right to organize
Manifest violations
Legislatively imposed
monopolies
The key enabling right
to all rights at work
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7 Adopted by the International Labour Conference at its 35th Session on 26 June 1952.
Box 2.2
Resolution concerning the independence of the trade union movement7 (extracts)
Whereas a stable, free and independent trade union
movement is an essential condition for good industrial
relations and should contribute to the improvement of
social conditions generally in each country;
Whereas the relations between the trade union
movement and political parties will inevitably vary for
each country; and
Whereas any political affiliation or political action by
the trade unions depends on national conditions in
each country;
Considering nevertheless that there are certain principles
which should be laid down in this regard which are essential
to protect the freedom and independence of the trade
union movement and its fundamental task of advancing
the social and economic well-being of the workers,
The International Labour Conference  adopts the
following resolution:
1. The fundamental and permanent mission of the
trade union movement is the economic and so-
cial advancement of the workers.
2. The trade unions also have an important role to
perform in cooperation with other elements in
promoting social and economic development
and the advancement of the community as a
whole in each country.
3. To these ends it is essential for the trade union
movement in each country to preserve its
freedom and independence so as to be in a posi-
tion to carry forward its economic and social
mission irrespective of political changes.
4. A condition for such freedom and independence
is that trade unions be constituted as to member-
ship without regard to race, national origin or
political affiliations and pursue their trade union
objectives on the basis of the solidarity and
economic and social interests of all workers.
5. When trade unions in accordance with national
law and practice of their respective countries and
at the decision of their members decide to
establish relations with a political party or to
undertake constitutional political action as a
means towards the advancement of their
economic and social objectives, such political rela-
tions or actions should not be of such a nature as
to compromise the continuance of the trade union
movement or its social and economic functions
irrespective of political changes in the country.
6. Governments in seeking the cooperation of
trade unions to carry out their economic and
social policies should recognize that the value
of this cooperation rests to a large extent on
the freedom and independence of the trade
union movement as an essential factor in
promoting social advancement and should not
attempt to transform the trade union
movement into an instrument for the
pursuance of political aims, nor should they
attempt to interfere with the normal functions
of a trade union movement because of its freely
established relationship with a political party.
Yet political control
remains in some
countries
66. The most remarkable progress in respect of  the right to organize in recent
years has been made through the ending of  state-sponsored and controlled
trade union monopolies. This type of  change has affected the Central and East-
ern European and African regions on a very wide scale (e.g., Algeria, Belarus, Bul-
garia, Cape Verde, Congo, Guinea, Hungary, Madagascar, Mongolia, Poland, Romania,
Russian Federation, Rwanda, United Republic of  Tanzania, Ukraine). While the process
has inevitably involved significant difficulties, for example in respect of  the dis-
tribution of  the assets of  the former monopoly organizations, and equal treat-
ment between these organizations and newly formed ones, it clearly constitutes
a qualitative transformation of  historic proportions.
67. Yet some state monopoly situations remain. They are generally in coun-
tries where political power is also wielded by a single party, and where there is a
recognized or organic link between those exercising political power and the pre-
scribed actors in the world of  work (China, Cuba, Iraq, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic,
Viet Nam). In such circumstances, trade unions and employers’ organizations are
subordinated to the organs of  political power. The right to form and join orga-
nizations freely is not compatible with single-party rule.
Significant decline in
state-control of  trade
unions
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68. However, some elements in the circumstances of  today’s union and em-
ployer monopolies differentiate them from those that have disappeared since the
end of  the 1980s when the economic setting was dominated by the State and
subject to central planning. Little if  any role was allowed to private enterprise –
and indeed to any private economic and social initiatives – and foreign direct
investment was targeted to support state-set objectives. The place attributed to
market forces and to private actors has increased, sometimes dramatically. State
monopoly organizations thus face new and unaccustomed challenges.
69. There are a smaller number of  cases (Brazil, Nigeria) in which legally pre-
scribed trade union monopolies continue to exist at different levels in situations
where there is political pluralism; indeed in these countries there may be no evi-
dent restriction on the independence of  the unions. A case in point is Brazil
where, despite legislative prescription, the situation in practice is rather one of  a
multiplicity of  trade unions. It is possible that some limitations on the right to
organize reflect a concern by governments that they cannot deal with the exist-
ence of  more than one organization in a given area of  activity. In other national
circumstances, Uganda has also not yet repealed its legislation stipulating a sole
central trade union federation.
70. The recent registration of  important alternative voices, especially at the
confederation level, has been noted in respect of  Argentina, Belarus, Côte d’Ivoire,
Indonesia, and the Republic of  Korea. In order to ensure a balance between pluralism
and an orderly industrial relations system, focus may need to be placed on mea-
sures for the acknowledgement of  different levels of  representativeness, conced-
ing certain prerogatives to most representative organizations and providing ad-
equate safeguards to other occupational organizations.
71. It is a basic precept of  the right to organize that workers and employers be
able to establish organizations of  their choosing without prior authorization. Any
administrative requirements which are preconditions for the free functioning of
an organization should be of  a purely formal nature. In a number of  countries
(e.g., El Salvador, Lebanon) legal requirements go beyond this and infringe upon the
right to organize. In addition, provisions which do not a priori appear to present
obstacles, and in normal practice do not do so, can be applied in a way which is
problematic. This may occur at times of  tension or particular difficulties. In either
case observance of  the principle that administrative or judicial measures should
not allow arbitrary or discretionary powers to deny the formation of  freely chosen
organizations is integral to the respect of  freedom of  association.
72. In several countries, basic aspects of  the exercise of  the right to organize
that were previously limited for certain categories of  workers have been ex-
tended in respect of  the following: public employees (e.g., Chile, Cyprus, Dominican
Republic, Gabon, Guatemala, Mali, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Poland, South Af-
rica), rural workers (e.g., Barbados, Dominican Republic, Lesotho, Panama, South Africa);
hospital workers and workers in medical institutions (e.g., Philippines, Pakistan),
teachers and university professors (e.g., Republic of  Korea, Nigeria, Philippines); self-
employed (e.g., Peru, Nicaragua); casual workers (e.g., Cameroon); domestic workers
(e.g., Ethiopia); and foreign workers (e.g., Cameroon, France (French Polynesia), Luxem-
bourg, Niger, Panama). A number of  governments reporting under the Declaration
follow-up reported broad coverage of  their legislation in relation to freedom of
association.
73. Despite progress, some categories of  workers remain excluded from the
coverage of  relevant legislation. Such exceptions should be seen against the fun-
damental principle that all workers and employers, without any distinction whatsoever,
Important alternative
voices registered
Administrative
requirements for the
right to organize
Signs of  improvement
for some workers
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should have the right to organize, the only possible exclusion being in respect of  the
armed forces and police (although in some countries organizations representing
these categories do exist). If  considerable numbers of  people are denied their
right to organize by virtue of  the status of  the sector, occupation or place in
which they work, questions need to be addressed: Where do the most serious
problems lie, and what is the reason for them?
74. About one-half  of  the global workforce is found in the rural sector, often
living and working in arduous conditions. Here the representational gap is par-
ticularly marked. This situation prevails despite targeted international efforts,
notably the adoption in 1975 of  the Rural Workers’ Organizations Convention
(No. 141), which requires ratifying governments to carry out a policy of  active
encouragement to strong and independent organizations of  rural workers, with
a view to eliminating obstacles to their establishment and growth. In addition to
the inherent difficulties in organizing, national legislation of  a significant num-
ber of  countries either denies the right to organize in agriculture, or excludes
this sector from the relevant legal protections (e.g., Afghanistan, Bolivia, Burundi,
Canada, Honduras, India, Jordan, Liberia, Pakistan, Paraguay, Philippines, Swaziland,
Syrian Arab Republic, United Arab Emirates, United States). There seem to be two pos-
sible reasons for this shortcoming. National governments may consider that the
nature of  the rural sector makes it practically impossible for their labour admin-
istrations to enforce the right. Alternatively, there may be a belief  that the nature
of  work in the sector (such as the absence of  employment relationships typical to
other sectors or the essentially paternalistic nature of  the relationship, which is
also often of  a seasonal or casual character) makes it rather inaccessible to the
right to organize. Women often make up a large proportion of  agricultural
workers and the obstacles to their organization and speaking with a representa-
tive voice are multiple. Concerted action in this sector would aim at removing
formal obstacles to freedom of  association, and promoting the creation and
growth of  strong rural workers’ organizations.
75. The public sector is the other most widely subjected to restrictions on the
right to organize (e.g., El Salvador, Gambia, India, Kenya, Republic of  Korea, Nepal).
The situation in these countries varies from outright prohibitions on organiza-
tion, to the imposition of  conditions on the nature of  organizations which pub-
lic sector employees may form or join. The justifications of  these limitations are
relatively familiar. Some are based on the premise that as servants of  the State,
the status and responsibilities of  public sector employees are incompatible with
membership of  an occupational organization, or the collective action that might
ensue from this membership. That view is reflected in the advantages sometimes
enjoyed by those working in the public sector, in terms of  job security, pension
rights and pay determination, which can be presented as compensation for the
withholding of  fundamental rights at work. The public sector is under heavy
pressure from tight fiscal disciplines, and it has to match the competitive climate
of  the private sector. With work performance often subjected to detailed scru-
tiny, public sector employees today often face the same anxieties about job secu-
rity as do their private sector counterparts. Downward pressure on government
spending, too, impacts on pay levels. They therefore need to be able to organize
and collectively defend their interests. A number of  annual reports from govern-
ments under the Declaration follow-up indicated ways in which countries were
making increasing efforts to facilitate this.
76. A number of  countries (e.g., Brazil, Canada, Jordan, Kuwait) exclude domes-
tic workers from the coverage of  legislation which otherwise guarantees the
right to organize. These workers face very specific problems, and are often iso-
lated and vulnerable. Overwhelmingly women, they frequently find jobs far
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from their homes and families in unfamiliar circumstances which they may find
hostile. Their difficulties in exercising their right to organize are obvious and
great, and at the individual level often overwhelming. A major promotional ef-
fort requires the removal of  formal legal obstacles, and rejection of  the notion
that the nature of  their work, and their relationship with their employers, in
whose house they probably live, makes it inappropriate to seek the support of  an
organization.
77. A final remark concerning sectorally based restrictions concerns those
which apparently stem from the view that certain activities are simply too im-
portant to society for them to be subject to the right to organize. In various
countries teachers (e.g., Cameroon, Ethiopia), doctors and other medical staff  (e.g.,
Kenya), firefighters (e.g., Japan, Republic of  Korea, Venezuela), and prison staff  (e.g.,
Swaziland) are not able to exercise this right. The concept of  essential services
and the reasonable restrictions which may be applied to them are well estab-
lished by the supervisory bodies of  the ILO.8 Even in these essential services, the
right to organize is to be guaranteed. Reports submitted under the Declaration
follow-up contain information from governments on increased representation
opportunities for previously excluded groups (e.g., Republic of  Korea in relation to
civil servants and teachers).
78. The Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work makes
specific reference to migrant workers, many of  whom work in countries or sec-
tors in which more general prohibitions are common. However, superimposed
on these are specific bans on non-nationals from forming or joining unions (e.g.,
Kuwait), an implicit exclusion from labour legislation (e.g., Kyrgyzstan), or prohibi-
tions or excessive restrictions on holding office within occupational organiza-
tions (e.g., Mauritania, Nicaragua, Rwanda, Venezuela). These significant denials of
fundamental rights also block off  important means by which migrant workers
can act to combat other abuse to which they are particularly vulnerable, most
notably discrimination in employment or occupation (another category of  fun-
damental principles and rights at work).
79. Even if  most violations of  freedom of  association are directed against
trade unions, the fundamental importance of  the right to organize for employ-
ers’ organizations should be stressed. A restriction on this right was the subject
of  a complaint by the Venezuelan Federation of  Chambers of  Commerce and
Manufacturers’ Associations (FEDECAMARAS) to the Committee on Freedom
of  Association in 1995. It concerned the unfavourable treatment in Venezuelan
legislation of  employers’ organizations – and indeed trade unions – by compari-
son with that of  other types of  voluntary association. While in this case the Gov-
ernment set up tripartite machinery to examine the Committee’s recommenda-
tions for legislative change, a more general problem persists in transition coun-
tries with little prior experience of  the role of  employers’ organizations in a
market-based economy. In many of  these countries the development of  strong
and independent organizations is a necessary precondition for the consolidation
of  meaningful processes of  social dialogue and collective bargaining above the
level of  the enterprise.
80. Freedom of  association extends to the right of  first-level organizations to form
and join federations and confederations, and of  all national organizations to affiliate
internationally, and to enjoy the full benefits of  such affiliation. While such rights at a
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8 Essential services are those whose interruption would endanger the life, health or personal safety of  all or part of  the population.
For further details see ILO: Freedom of  association and collective bargaining, General Survey of  the Reports on the Freedom of  Association
and the Right to Organize Convention (No. 87), 1948, and the Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention (No. 98),
1949 (Geneva, ILO, 1994) and reports of  the ILO Committee on Freedom of  Association.
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national or federation level are generally respected, there are a number of  restric-
tions on the rights of  workers’ organizations to engage in certain forms of  activity,
such as strikes. In addition, international affiliation has on occasion been subjected
to restriction or to prior government approval for some or all categories of  workers
(e.g., Cameroon, China, Nigeria, Swaziland), and obstacles imposed on the receipt by or-
ganizations of  assistance from international sources. The internationalization of  the
economy underscores the need for these remaining limitations to be removed.
81. Meaningful exercise of  the right to organize clearly has to be assured not
only through a legal provision of  this right, but also by the necessary measures to
ensure effective protection against anti-union discrimination and employer inter-
ference. Workers who live in fear of  being subjected to measures of  reprisal be-
cause of  their trade union membership or affiliation cannot be said to have true
freedom of  association. They can really only act with free choice when they are
firmly convinced that sufficient and effective measures exist, including penalties
and effective remedies, to ensure respect for their rights. Several Governments re-
porting under the Declaration follow-up have provided extensive descriptions of
mechanisms established in their countries for the enforcement of  legislation con-
cerning the exercise of  freedom of  association (e.g., Canada, United States).
82. After the denial of  civil liberties, acts of  anti-union discrimination have in
the past five years accounted for the largest percentage of  types of  allegations ex-
amined by the Committee on Freedom of  Association. In 1999 alone, the Com-
mittee on Freedom of  Association made recommendations to redress acts of  anti-
union discrimination in respect of  nearly half  of  the cases examined. Recommen-
dations and/or review of  follow-up measures taken in respect of  anti-union dis-
crimination in that year concerned developed and developing countries alike (e.g.,
Argentina, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cambodia, Canada, Central African Repub-
lic, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Côte d’Ivoire, Djibouti, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Gabon,
Guatemala, India, Japan, Mexico, Morocco, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Poland,
Senegal, Ukraine, United Kingdom, Venezuela, Zimbabwe). Even in those countries where
legislation ensures the basic rights of  freedom of  association, the actual respect for
that right may fall short in practice.
83. Efforts have been made by a number of  countries having ratified Convention
No. 98, which calls for adequate protection against acts of  anti-union discrimination.
A number of  legislative amendments have been adopted in this respect, in some
cases providing for the imposition of  administrative or penal sanctions (e.g., Austria,
Cape Verde, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Finland, Gabon, Guatemala, Paraguay, Poland).
84. The widespread existence of  anti-union discrimination, sometimes in defiance
of  legislation, bears witness to the fact that significant numbers of  actors continue to
believe that their own interests lie in obstructing full exercise of  the right to organize.
It is an important role of  advocacy to break this short-term perspective. A climate of
hostility is likely to have a chilling effect on an organization which formal protective
measures cannot easily remedy. Equally, protective mechanisms should be expedi-
tious to have real deterrent effect. Formalities which drag on for years, and sanctions
which do not exceed the perceived material gains from defiance of  the right to orga-
nize, are inadequate to the task. As noted by the United States in its annual report un-
der the Declaration follow-up, the time required to resolve some disputes can under-
mine the right to organize and meaningful collective bargaining.
85. While the legislation in some countries excludes workers in export process-
ing zones (EPZs) from relevant provisions on freedom of  association (e.g.,
Bangladesh, Pakistan), the labour and industrial relations legislation in most EPZ-
operating countries is applicable to the zones. Despite this relatively positive
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picture, the severe restrictions on organizational rights in EPZs in practice give
rise to the questions of  why zone managers are hostile to unions and what addi-
tional efforts are needed to ensure that workers in these zones may organize and
engage in collective bargaining.
86. Examples of  anti-union acts on the part of  employers in EPZs, including
harassment, blacklisting and massive dismissals, are found in a number of  cases
examined by the Committee on Freedom of  Association in the last decade (e.g.,
Dominican Republic, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka). The reasons for these develop-
ments are similar to those given above in respect of  the globalizing economy
and the perceived need for greater control in determining workplace terms and
conditions which are geared to production and competitiveness. Particularly in
light of  the sometimes legally and geographically isolated nature of  EPZs, spe-
cial measures may need to be taken to ensure greater respect for freedom of  as-
sociation. In this respect, the measures taken by the Dominican Republic to set up a
specialized unit in the Labour Inspectorate to protect freedom of  association in
the zones is a positive example for improving labour relations and the conclu-
sion of  collective agreements. The decisions by Namibia and Zimbabwe to repeal
prior legislative provisions that restricted freedom of  association in EPZs have
also sent a positive signal.
87. In addition to ensuring adequate protection against acts of  discrimination,
workers’ and employers’ organizations should be free to undertake legitimate
activities without any external interference in their internal affairs. Their
programmes and activities should be decided exclusively by their members and
reflect their views and interests. The organizations themselves have a duty to
ensure that internal democratic mechanisms operate properly to give effect to
this principle. Organizations that are under the control of  political parties, re-
sponding to their decisions instead of  listening to their own members, fall out-
side the scope of  the principles of  freedom of  association.
88. It is important to acknowledge the full legitimate scope of  the activities of
workers’ and employers’ organizations. They may, with full justification involve
themselves in questions of  general economic and social concern which go be-
yond the immediate occupational concerns of  their members, but still impact
upon their lives and interests. In so doing these organizations may engage in po-
litical activity, on condition that this does not compromise their representational
and social and economic functions. Despite these considerations there are a sig-
nificant number of  countries which explicitly prohibit political activity by trade
unions (e.g., Azerbaijan, Ecuador, Kuwait, Lebanon, Malaysia, Swaziland).
89. The public authorities naturally retain the right and the responsibility to
ensure that workers’ and employers’ organizations operate according to ac-
cepted standards of  financial probity and in respect of  their own rules. In this
regard no distinction is to be made between these organizations and any other
voluntary association. Problems can arise, though, when allegations of  financial
irregularity or other failures to apply constitutional provisions are used as the
pretext for interference in workers’ or employers’ organizations, sometimes with
a view to incapacitating their legitimate leadership or suspending their activities.
The gravity of  these instances shows just how important it is that supervision be
restricted to the level required to guarantee proper standards of  administration;
if  intervention is required, it should be through appropriate judicial channels.
90. Another blatant form of  interference may occur when a workers’ or an
employers’ organization comes under the influence or domination of  an exter-
nal actor. Employer-dominated trade unions are a case in point. They cannot
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represent the workers concerned, nor can they be counted as an expression of
freedom of  association. The case of  solidarist associations, principally in Costa
Rica but also in other Central American countries, illustrates the need to safe-
guard the independence of  workers’ organizations and to protect them from in-
terference. These associations, set up initially for welfare purposes, are depen-
dent upon financial contributions from employers; consequently, they may be-
come involved in the determination of  terms and conditions of  employment in
a manner detrimental to independent workers’ organizations and to collective
bargaining. Their activities have also been linked to acts of  discrimination
aimed at ending union representation.
Collective bargaining: Expressing collective voice
91. The right to organize is essential to the collective representation of  inter-
ests, and realization of  the right to collective bargaining is the key to making this
representation effective. In a general sense the outcomes of  collective bargain-
ing generate the added value of  organization. The previous chapter has argued
that collective bargaining plays an important role in enhancing enterprise per-
formance and the capacity to manage change. Similarly, it has highlighted the
contribution of  social dialogue to broader economic and social policy goals.
These considerations add to the fundamental importance of  collective bargain-
ing in generating fair distributional results for those within its scope, and in re-
dressing the inherent asymmetry of  the employment relationship.
92. Figure 1.4 shows that collective bargaining coverage varies considerably
between countries, and is often very low. Why is this so, and what can be done to
promote the effective realization of  the right to collective bargaining? The be-
lief  that collective bargaining would generate outcomes which are less than opti-
mal for enterprise performance, or which do not fit with broad economic policy
objectives, often underpins efforts to restrict the exercise of  the right to collec-
tive bargaining. Indeed, collective bargaining is by its very nature a voluntary
process, although national legislation may mandate bargaining with partners
who can demonstrate a given level of  representativeness. While recognizing the
voluntary nature of  collective bargaining, it is incumbent on member States to
encourage and promote the full development of  machinery for voluntary nego-
tiation. Some countries completely lack appropriate measures in this regard
(e.g., Cape Verde, Democratic Republic of  the Congo, Iraq, Rwanda). When establishing
such machinery, attention should be focused on ensuring that bargaining is con-
ducted in good faith and between representative independent organizations.
93. It is self-evident that where the right to organize is denied, the full realiza-
tion of  the right to collective bargaining is by definition impossible. However,
there are other situations in which bargaining rights are denied to categories of
workers who can, nevertheless, organize for other purposes. On the positive
side, significant progress has been achieved in the lifting of  restrictions on, for
example, the right of  civil servants to engage in collective bargaining (e.g., Ethio-
pia, Greece, Guatemala, Paraguay, South Africa, Uganda). On the other hand, the cat-
egories which continue to be denied collective bargaining rights (e.g., significant
categories of  public servants – Albania, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Costa Rica, Colom-
bia, El Salvador, Gambia, Kenya, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Mo-
rocco, Panama, Turkey; teachers – Ecuador, Uganda; teachers with civil service status
– Germany; agricultural workers – Jordan, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya; domestic workers
– Bahamas, Brazil, some jurisdictions of Canada, Jordan, Kuwait and Lebanon; sea-
farers – Libyan Arab Jamahiriya; workers in EPZs –Bangladesh, Pakistan) are gener-
ally those that also suffer restrictions on the right to organize. It may be sup-
posed that the justifications are analogous in both cases.
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94. More prevalent, however, are situations in which bargaining is permitted,
but where its outcomes are required to conform to certain externally imposed cri-
teria. Such intervention may in the most acute cases actually lead to the suspen-
sion of  collective bargaining, and the unilateral determination of  terms of  em-
ployment by legislation. The public sector is most prone to this type of  action,
which may be taken under pressure of  government- spending constraints, with an
eye to meeting other macroeconomic targets such as inflation reduction, or simply
in an effort to set a going rate in the economy as a whole. Countries which are ex-
periencing structural adjustment programmes may come under particular pres-
sure in this regard, and find that the results of  free collective bargaining would be
difficult to reconcile with borrowing conditionalities. While there will be excep-
tional circumstances of  economic difficulty which can legitimate this type of  inter-
ference in the normal conduct of  bargaining, these must be limited to what is ab-
solutely necessary and accompanied by safeguards for those affected.
95. In this respect, legislative measures taken to protect against interference in
the collective bargaining process over recent years must be welcomed (e.g., Bel-
gium, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Uganda). Yet, permanent provisions that require
government approval as a precondition for agreements to come into effect or
that require conformity with the national interest (e.g., Argentina, Brazil, Egypt,
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Papua New Guinea, Syrian Arab Republic, Yemen) cannot be
considered to go hand-in-hand with full respect for collective bargaining rights.
96. The level at which bargaining occurs and at which agreements apply should
be a matter for the bargaining partners themselves to determine. The practice in
this regard varies widely between the ILO’s different member States, and responds
to national history, circumstances and preferences. No model can be considered
inherently superior to another and many combine different levels of  negotiation.
And yet, as highlighted in Chapter 1, there is much debate about the economic
consequences of  the level at which bargaining takes place, with arguments being
increasingly advanced in favour of  decentralization. These stress that lower-level
bargaining, particularly bargaining at the workplace or enterprise level, is better
able to reflect the economic realities of  those covered and to make a link between
performance and reward which encourages competitiveness and reflects market
forces. By contrast, more centralized models are viewed as embodying labour
market rigidities and as generating outcomes that are unhelpful to employment,
and enterprise success, and even unfair to the workers concerned.
97. Whatever the merits of  these contentions, the voluntary nature of  collec-
tive bargaining makes it axiomatic that the level at which it is carried out should
likewise be the result of  a freely entered into agreement. Governments should
not enact such restrictions on the right to collective bargaining and they should
not be influenced by external actors to do so. Nor should it be forgotten that the
choice of  negotiating level may have direct consequences for the relative
strength of  the bargaining partners. Workplace or enterprise bargaining may
place workers’ organizations at risk from undue employer influence or under-
mine the leverage that they can bring to the negotiating table.
98. A more fundamental challenge to present-day collective bargaining, though,
comes from the trend towards individualization of  the determination of  terms
and conditions of  employment. Employers may see no reason to do otherwise,
particularly when their employees do not demonstrate active interest in collective
representation. They may see it as a way of  rewarding individual merit and skills,
and in attracting high-quality recruits. Some human resource management tech-
niques may indeed encourage this approach as the most appropriate way of  pro-
moting enterprise competitiveness. On the other hand, such individualization
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brings back into play the inherent inequality of  the employment relationship with
the attendant risk of  depressing terms and conditions of  employment, as well as
opening the way to possible discriminatory or arbitrary treatment. It is against this
background that some Governments (e.g., Australia, New Zealand) appear to have
taken the view that their responsibility is limited to ensuring that those concerned
be left to decide for themselves if  they wish to act on an individual or a collective
basis. The New Zealand Government has indicated, however, that it is now pro-
posing legislation to promote collective bargaining.
99. When looking at collective bargaining rights as a whole it is important to em-
phasize that, notwithstanding the voluntary nature of  collective bargaining, govern-
ments can be highly influential – both through legislation and through provision of
supportive institutions – in promoting collective bargaining. A number of  govern-
ment reports under the Declaration follow-up described the important role played by
the dispute resolution services offered by the labour authorities (e.g., Brazil, Canada,
Kenya, El Salvador, Malaysia, Uganda, United States), although in some cases they may not
always operate in full conformity with ILO principles. Some countries provide sup-
port for collective bargaining by maintaining public databases on agreements con-
cluded (e.g., Canada), thus serving as a valuable information source for the social part-
ners. Several member States maintain statistics on the number and types of  collective
agreements, as well as their coverage (e.g., Brazil, Lebanon, Mexico). Finally, many gov-
ernments have already received ILO training in relation to collective bargaining (e.g.,
China), and dispute prevention and settlements (e.g., Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa), and
many have expressed a desire for such training for themselves as well as for the social
partners (e.g., Democratic Republic of  the Congo, Eritrea, Kenya, United Republic of  Tanzania).
100. The need for promotional action in respect of  collective bargaining is all
the more evident given contemporary labour market developments. For in-
stance, the increasing fragmentation of  labour markets; the fact that more
people work in numerically small units; the emergence of  a new economy in
which there is little tradition or practice of  bargaining; as well as the growth of
the informal economy and outsourcing and similar arrangements which are
edging out the standard employment relationship, all pose challenges to the re-
alization of  the right to collective bargaining.
101. The right to strike is the logical corollary of  the effective realization of  the right
to collective bargaining. If  it does not exist, bargaining risks being inconsequential –
a dead letter. It is also a right which is designed to be used only as a last resort when
the bargaining process, and existing mediation and conciliation mechanisms, have
failed. Strikes are costly to all concerned: to workers, to employers, to governments
and to the general public. It is in the obvious interest of  all these groups to try and
find solutions short of  strikes. But the fact that strikes, by definition, take place in situ-
ations of  conflict and that they can cause major inconvenience, should not detract
from the need to respect and safeguard the rights on which they are founded.
102. While the right to withdraw labour in pursuit of  legitimate interests is well
established, the principles of  freedom of  association clearly set out the param-
eters within which it may be exercised. They do not encompass essential services
whose interruption would threaten the life, personal safety or health of  all or
part of  the population, nor public servants engaged in administration of  the
State; neither do they cover situations of  national emergency. In all these cases,
though, it is important that those denied the possibility of  engaging in industrial
action have access to compensatory safeguards.9
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103. Nevertheless, the right to strike remains subject to wide restrictions. The
most blatant are those where there is a general strike prohibition or where the
absence of  any express provision in law recognizing the right to strike has led to
denial of  this right in practice (e.g., Liberia, Myanmar, Saudi Arabia). Other restric-
tions arise from situations in which disputes are subject to compulsory, binding
arbitration, or can be referred to such arbitration at the request of  the public
authorities or a single party, thus pre-empting any possibility of  resort to indus-
trial action (e.g., Algeria, Bolivia, Canada, Egypt, Guinea, Guyana, Honduras, Jamaica,
Mali, Malta, Mauritania, Norway, Peru, Romania, Senegal). Some restrictions result
from an overly broad definition of  essential services which, in practice, deprives
non-essential sectors of  the right to strike (e.g., Azerbaijan, Belarus, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Lithuania, Pakistan, Zambia). Other problems arise from restrictions on the
issues over which strike action may be taken. There are frequent restrictions on
secondary or solidarity action (e.g., Australia, Bolivia, Congo, Paraguay, Turkey, United
Kingdom, Zambia) and strikes called by federations or confederations or protest
strikes (e.g., Bolivia, Ecuador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Swaziland). In other countries,
some categories of  employees may not engage in strikes (e.g., various groups in
the Islamic Republic of  Iran, teachers in the Republic of  Korea and most federal and
state employees in the United States). The internationalization of  production and
the increasing prevalence of  long and complex supply chains may throw some
of  these points into sharper relief  in the years ahead.
104. Participation in strike action may also have severe consequences. Where strike
action is illegal it can be subject to severe penal sanctions (e.g., Algeria, Azerbaijan, Bar-
bados, Ecuador, Guatemala, Lithuania, Pakistan, Philippines, Romania, Swaziland, Syrian Arab
Republic, Zambia). In addition, and regardless of  the legality of  their action, strikers
are frequently dismissed (e.g., in 1999 alone, the Committee on Freedom of  Associa-
tion examined cases of  dismissed strikers in respect of: Brazil, Bulgaria, Cambodia, Co-
lombia, Djibouti, Gabon, Mexico, Nicaragua). In some countries, legislation provides for or
permits the replacement of  strikers (e.g., Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Central African Repub-
lic, Djibouti, Madagascar, Niger, United States).
105. Freedom of  association is to be enjoyed by all workers and employers. Yet major gaps
in the exercise of  freedom of  association and the right to collective bargaining
persist. Workers in many parts of  the world are either denied the right to form
and join a trade union, or are working in situations where these rights are signifi-
cantly curtailed. In some countries, independent employers’ organizations still
face barriers to exercising their freedom of  association. Despite the universality
of  these rights and their distinction as key civil liberties, we are in fact still a long
way from universal acceptance of  these fundamental principles and rights in
practice. Governments, as guardians of  democracy, need to do more than pay
lip service to freedom of  association and the right to collective bargaining. It is
in their own interest to do so. The ILO is – and has always been – ready to help
governments give effect to these fundamental rights and principles at work, and
the follow-up to the ILO Declaration provides new impetus to encouraging ef-
forts in this direction. We shall next turn to looking at the ILO’s experience so
far in providing such assistance.
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3. Your voice at work and the role
of the ILO
Introduction
106. Through its experience, the ILO can ascertain that a range of  approaches
and techniques are necessary to ensure the effective implementation in law and
practice of  principles of  freedom of  association and the right to collective bar-
gaining. Some of  these mechanisms are purely promotional, whilst others, like
the supervisory machinery of  the ILO, tend to be more normative. This chapter
assesses the effectiveness of  ILO assistance in enabling the social partners to
make progress towards respecting, promoting and realizing these rights. It also
draws a number of  lessons that should inform future priorities and work.
ILO means of action: Multiple situations call for multi-
ple tools
107. Even prior to the adoption of  the Declaration, the ILO was uniquely posi-
tioned in the international system to promote the realization of  the principles of
freedom of  association and the effective recognition of  the right to collective
bargaining. Indeed, it had an oversight of  those States that had ratified the rel-
evant Conventions, as well as those that had not, through the Governing Body
Committee on Freedom of  Association. Box 3.1 provides an overview of  the
ILO supervisory system. The OECD (1996) study on trade, employment and
labour standards recognized that the Committee on Freedom of  Association
was one of  the most important procedures of  the ILO, acknowledging that it
had been particularly effective in cases of  blatant violations of  freedom of  asso-
ciation, in particular anti-union discrimination.1
1 See OECD: Trade, employment and labour standards: A study of  core workers’ rights and international trade (Paris, 1996). OECD has been
working on an update of  this study.
Supervisory
mechanisms
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Box 3.1
An overview of the ILO supervisory system
ILO enforcement of labour standards includes regular
and special supervisory systems as well as ad hoc
measures:
Regular supervisory system: Based on ratification of
Conventions and regular periodic reports on measures
taken to give effect to various provisions, reviewed by
an independent Committee of Experts on the Applica-
tion of Conventions and Recommendations. The Ex-
perts reports are the subject of tripartite discussion at
the annual International Labour Conference
Committee on the Application of Standards.
Special systems of supervision: Article 24 representation
procedures  workers and employers organizations can
communicate difficulties in the application of ratified
Conventions for examination by either an ad hoc tripar-
tite committee set up by the Governing Body or by the
Committee on Freedom of Association where the re-
presentation concerns freedom of association principles.
Article 26 complaint procedures  ratifying member Sta-
tes or delegates to the International Labour Conference
may file complaints concerning the non-application of
ratified Conventions. The Governing Body determines
whether to appoint an independent Commission of
Inquiry to investigate the allegations. The whole
procedure can also be initiated by the Governing Body.
Freedom of association complaint procedures  com-
plaints may be submitted by concerned workers or
employers organizations or by governments for exami-
nation by the Governing Body Committee on Freedom of
Association, whether or not a member State has ratified.
In certain cases, the Governing Body may also decide to
establish a Fact-finding and Conciliation Commission.
Ad hoc measures: Can involve undertaking direct con-
tacts related to issues raised by ILO supervisory bodies
(as done, for example, in cases of infringement of
freedom of association principles) or the good offices of
the Director-General.
108. The Committee of  Experts on the Application of  Conventions and Recom-
mendations (CEARC) – a group of  independent experts which regularly and sys-
tematically monitors the implementation of  ratified Conventions – was able to
note 18 cases of  progress concerning respect for freedom of  association and col-
lective bargaining in its report for 1999. While five of  these cases can be linked to
ILO action and assistance within the country, the other cases of  progress result di-
rectly from the dialogue established between the Committee and the governments
concerned. During the period from 1971 to 1999, the CEARC noted 170 cases of
progress in relation to the application of  Conventions Nos. 87 and 98.
109. The independent supervisory role of  the Committee of  Experts is corroborated
every year by the review and public debate of  the most serious cases by the tripartite
Conference Committee on the Application of  Standards. Discussion in the Confer-
ence Committee and the obligation upon governments to indicate the measures they
have taken to ensure full application of  the relevant Conventions have often led to
political openings for ILO technical cooperation and assistance described below.
110. At its three meetings in 1999, the tripartite Governing Body Committee
on Freedom of  Association – which examines complaints of  infringements of
trade union rights regardless of  the ratification of  relevant freedom of  associa-
tion Conventions – noted 16 cases of  progress. A review of  follow-up by the
Committee showed 150 cases of  progress in respect of  70 countries since 1971.
Positive trends in the 1990s demonstrate a greater impact in that decade than in
all previous years of  the Committee’s existence.
Direct value of  the
supervisory system
Ensuring fuller
application of  the
relevant Conventions
Recommendations
taken up
Box 3.2
Republic of Korea  An innovative approach to opening dialogue
In a long-pending case against the Republic of Korea, the
Committee on Freedom of Association invited the
Government to accept a high-level tripartite ILO mission in
an unprecedented attempt to foster and encourage a posi-
tive and constructive dialogue. This mission visited the
country in February 1998 and, while a number of issues have
still to be resolved, significant progress has been made 
including the registration of formerly banned trade unions.
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111. However, there have also been cases – whether these have been before the
Committee on Freedom of  Association, the Committee of  Experts or in the
process of  being handled by a Commission of  Inquiry (a constitutionally estab-
lished ad hoc body of  independent experts with investigative powers) – which
have generated little progress despite their having been under examination for a
prolonged period of  time. These have generally been instances when political
will has not been forthcoming, making it difficult for the ILO to follow up the
recommendations of  the supervisory bodies. In some cases, it has not been pos-
sible to have meaningful dialogue with the government concerned, and access
has even been denied to ILO missions. Perseverance in attempts at real dia-
logue, as well as other avenues of  promotion available to the ILO, have often
proved to be crucial in achieving a breakthrough in these cases.
112. The supervisory mechanisms have had value in encouraging political will.
They have often been instrumental in raising awareness of  the conditions in cer-
tain countries which has led, in some cases, to pressure being brought to bear by
other member States. This pressure has often been a key factor in opening the
door for technical cooperation and assistance to remedy a particular problem,
generally leading to better acceptance and understanding of  the fundamental
principles and rights at work.
113. Part of  the key to promoting fundamental principles and rights lies in ad-
vocacy and awareness-raising measures. The supervisory mechanisms outlined
above depend greatly upon the extent to which the social partners make use of
them. The ILO has numerous activities, seminars, workshops and publications
aimed at informing those concerned of  their rights and options for redressing
any violations (box 3.3 and box 3.4). National, subregional and regional tripar-
tite seminars often provide the necessary forum to facilitate social dialogue on
these issues and an exchange of  opinions and experiences. The sharing of  infor-
mation among occupational organizations has also assisted in support actions
across borders.
Progress may be slow
Securing political
commitment to respect
freedom of  association
and collective
bargaining rights
Advocacy and
awareness raising
Box 3.3
National tripartite seminars on Conventions Nos. 87 and 98
Obstacles to ratification of certain freedom of associa-
tion Conventions were recently discussed in national
tripartite seminars in Brazil, India, Madagascar,
Mauritius and Morocco, providing the Governments
and the social partners with an occasion to debate the
relevant issues in a forum where ILO experts could
directly address concerns raised.
Two East African tripartite seminars (one in 1997,
followed up in 1998) aimed at identifying the substan-
tive and technical difficulties impeding ratification of
Convention No. 87 by Kenya, the United Republic of
Tanzania and Uganda. In the interval between the two
seminars, significant legislative amendments had been
drafted. The United Republic of Tanzania has reported
that it is conducting consultations with the social
partners regarding ratification of Convention No. 87. Ke-
nya and Uganda have indicated in their reports under
the follow-up to the ILO Declaration that they are still
reviewing outstanding impediments to ratification and
technical cooperation proposals to reform the labour law
with ILO assistance have been submitted to the UNDP.
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Box 3.4
Publications and media
As part of an awareness-raising training and with a
view to making the evolving and complex jurispru-
dence of the supervisory bodies more accessible, the
ILO recently released new publications on freedom of
association and collective bargaining.2 Furthermore, a
special series of the International Labour Review was
dedicated to freedom of association in the 50th
anniversary year of Convention No. 87. The websites
developed for standards and fundamental principles
and rights at work and the InFocus Programme on
promoting the Declaration provide a wealth of infor-
mation on the implementation of fundamental
principles and rights at work (see http://www.ilo.org).
2 D. Tajman and K. Curtis, op. cit.; B. Gernigon, H. Guido and A. Odero: Collective bargaining: ILO standards and the principles of  the
supervisory bodies (Geneva, ILO, 2000). B. Gernigon, H. Guido and A. Odero: ILO principles concerning the right to strike (Geneva, ILO,
2000). ILO: Freedom of  association: An annotated bibliography (Geneva, 1999).
Direct contacts missions, often including a representative
of the Director-General from outside the Office, have
come about in recent years as a result of requests within
the context of various ongoing procedures.
In 1998, the Governing Body called for a direct con-
tacts mission to Nigeria, despite its having already
appointed a Commission of Inquiry, as an opportunity
to respond to recent, positive developments in the
country  in particular the release of detained trade
union leaders. Important changes to the labour
legislation followed. The progress noted by the mission
and subsequently by the various supervisory bodies
resulted in the Governing Body deciding not to
proceed with the Commission of Inquiry.
A direct contacts mission to Swaziland came about in
response to the Governments invitation to the ILO in
1997, to review its countrys situation following serious
complaints to the Committee on Freedom of Association
Box 3.5
Recent direct contacts missions
and tense discussions at the Conference Committee on the
Application of Standards. Legislation subsequently drafted
with ILO technical assistance, taking into account the
recommendations of the supervisory bodies, has passed
the Parliament and is awaiting the Kings royal assent.
This year, a direct contacts mission took place in
Colombia in response to an agreement between the
Government and the Colombian workers organizations
concerned which was placed before the Governing Body
during its discussion on the possibility of instituting a
Commission of Inquiry in reply to an article 26 complaint.
Following the adoption of several decrees concerning
freedom of association, a high-level mission was sent
to Venezuela in early 2000 to consult with all involved
parties on the serious concern raised by these decrees
and to advise on possible modifications. A complaint
has been filed before the Committee on Freedom of
Association alleging the serious infringements of trade
union rights implied by these decrees.
114. While a “paper dialogue” is sometimes sufficient for progress to be made
in the achievement of  greater respect for fundamental principles and rights at
work, advisory services are, in many cases, crucial to the successful reform of
law and practice. Technical, advisory or direct contacts missions may be helpful
in identifying and assessing the problems and facilitating the search for solutions
within the national context (box 3.5). Government consent is, of  course, essen-
tial for such missions in so far as they are undertaken with the aim of  working in
close cooperation with all concerned parties. Another common form of  assis-
tance is the furnishing of  an analysis of  and advice on legal drafts (box 3.6). The
ILO also provides comparative knowledge in respect of  social institutions, rep-
resentation questions and other information which has been solicited by devel-
oping and developed countries alike.
Advisory services and
in-country contacts
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115. Training has been an invaluable means of  strengthening the capacity of  the
social partners to carry out their representation functions and to ensure adequate
resourcing of  the collective bargaining process (box 3.7). This training has in-
cluded workshops on organizational techniques, internal administration, collec-
tive bargaining, negotiation skills, mediation and dispute resolution skills, etc. To
support these activities the ILO has developed training manuals (for trainers, ne-
gotiators and grievance handlers) now available in English, French and Spanish. A
trainer’s manual on dispute prevention and resolution has also been developed.
Training of  social
partners and
institution building
Box 3.7
An example of institution building
In Asia, the ILO conducted a series of education and
training programmes in China, Cambodia, the Lao
Peoples Democratic Republic, Mongolia and Viet
Nam. These programmes focused on capacity building
for trade unions in organizing, collective bargaining
and grievance handling.
Box 3.6
Advice on labour law reform
According assistance to governments on the framing of
laws and regulations  on the basis of the decisions of
the Conference is a core activity of the ILO (Constitution,
article 10(2(b)). This assistance ranges from providing
comparative information to constituents to making
comments on draft legislation and drafting legislative
proposals. The ILO urges governments to seek tripartite
consensus on labour law revision proposals, and its
drafting work involves extensive consultations with the
social partners as a basis for sustainable reform.
Multidisciplinary team specialists, headquarters officials
and ILO consultants with practical experience provide
assistance in revising legislation to respond to new la-
bour market developments while preserving respect for
fundamental principles and rights at work and ratified
Conventions. The ILO has often acted as a facilitator in
tripartite workshops on labour law reform, with an
emphasis on freedom of association and collective
bargaining (e.g., in Albania, Czech Republic, Estonia,
and Lithuania). A joint ILO-World Bank tripartite seminar
on labour law reform in French-speaking Africa held in
Abidjan in 1997 helped the national participants and
the staff of both institutions better understand the
economic and labour standards perspectives.
Currently, labour law reform projects are being launched
in the Central African Republic, Colombia, Kenya, Saint
Lucia and Uganda and are under discussion elsewhere. In
the past few years, the ILO has furnished substantial sup-
port for amending legislation relating to freedom of asso-
ciation and collective bargaining in Bolivia, Guatemala,
Indonesia, the Lao Peoples Democratic Republic, Leso-
tho, Mauritius, Namibia, Nepal, Philippines, and Swazi-
land, and has supplied extensive comments on draft
legislation dealing with these topics in many countries
(e.g., Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Botswana,
Cambodia, Central African Republic, Ghana, Islamic
Republic of Iran, Fiji, Kazakhstan, Thailand, Ukraine), and
draft model laws for the Caribbean Community
(CARICOM). In others, such as Chile, Kenya, the United
Republic of Tanzania and Uganda, it has provided
comparisons of national legislation and Conventions
Nos. 87 and/or 98.
In addition, governments have called upon the ILO to
comment on labour law proposals put forward by con-
sultants financed by the World Bank and regional
development banks (e.g., Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Guinea, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia). This
experience has highlighted the importance of
heightening awareness across the multilateral system
of how respect for freedom of association and the
right to engage in collective bargaining can be
guaranteed under legislation.
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Some selected case-studies
116. The assistance that the ILO has provided to promote the realization of  the
principles of  freedom of  association and the effective recognition of  the right to
collective bargaining has often gone hand in hand with democratization and
economic transition. The ILO has intervened following complaints, as a result
of  a direct request for assistance, or on its own initiative, to promote these prin-
ciples and rights. Experience has shown that through continued assistance and
commitment, dramatic changes are possible in the realization of  the principles
of  freedom of  association and collective bargaining in situations where they
have been subject to long-standing and serious abuse.
There are three important elements [  ] namely the political will and
commitment of the Government, the effectiveness of ILO technical as-
sistance and the effectiveness of tripartism and social dialogue.
H. Bomer Pasaribu, Minister of Manpower of Indonesia, ILO/Japan/Uni-
ted States Regional Seminar on the ILO Declaration, Phnom Penh,
7-9 December 1999.
117. One recent relevant example of  ILO assistance is that of  Indonesia.3
Whilst there are outstanding issues in that country regarding the full implemen-
tation of  these principles and rights, considerable progress has been achieved in
a relatively short period as a result of  political commitment from the Govern-
ment, multifaceted ILO technical assistance and social dialogue.
118. Although the ILO’s involvement in Indonesia was initially complaints-
driven, its assistance took a different turn following significant economic and
political events in that country during the 1997-98 period. The initial complaint
presented to the Committee on Freedom of  Association in 1994 alleged very se-
rious infringements of  trade union rights: murder, disappearance, arrest and de-
tention of  trade union leaders and activists; denial of  the right of  workers to es-
tablish organizations of  their own choosing; interference by government au-
thorities, the military and employers in trade union activities; acts of  anti-union
discrimination; and restrictions on strike action and collective bargaining.
119. The financial crisis that began in 1997 brought about major political
change and a new approach towards human rights, basic freedoms and demo-
cratic processes. A significant development was the general acceptance of  free-
dom of  association and the release of  jailed union leaders.
120. These changes opened the door to the promotion of  fundamental principles
and rights at work, and they provided the opportunity for Indonesia to make effec-
tive use of  ILO assistance and collaboration. Concerned with sustaining national
coherence, the framework of  reform in the labour field started with the recogni-
tion of  the need for work on several fronts, in particular the broad areas of  em-
ployment and of  labour protection. To this end, Indonesia has been working with
a number of  partners, including the World Bank, UNDP, bilateral donors and the
ILO (with past funding from France and the Netherlands).
121. A direct contacts mission took place in August 1998 at the request of  the Con-
ference Committee on the Application of  Standards. The ILO started to provide ad-
vice and assistance on the new labour law framework, in the light of  the recommen-
The case of  Indonesia:
Economic crises and
political transition
Tackling abuse of
fundamental rights
New political
developments
Agenda for action
Consolidation of
reforms
3 For a detailed description of  ILO assistance in this context, see: Demystifying the core Conventions of  the ILO through social dialogue: The
Indonesian experience, ILO, Jakarta Office, 1999.
Democratization and
economic transition
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dations of  this mission. The efforts by the tripartite constituents and the ILO have ex-
tended beyond the traditional ILO constituents, including the military and the police
force, women’s groups and non-governmental organizations. A project (funded by the
United Kingdom) to strengthen trade unions eased the transition process.
122. The most recent advisory mission from the Office (prior to the conclusion
of  this Report) took place in January 2000. In early March 2000, a national
tripartite workshop took stock of  the situation and agreed on action over the
next two years. Wide-sweeping changes have deepened democracy: the ratifica-
tion of  Convention No. 87, the release of  union activists from prison, the regis-
tration of  numerous new trade union federations, discussion and debate about
labour reforms and accompanying training and other support measures, and tri-
partite involvement in the formulation of  new labour laws. All are important
building blocs in the consolidation of  democracy in Indonesia.
123. A number of  lessons may be drawn from the experience in Indonesia:
l First, given the context of  the financial crisis, the international financial ins-
titutions played a significant role in opening the door to the reform process.
l Second, the reform agenda in Indonesia was driven by a combination of
political and economic considerations, leading into the elections of  1999.
Coordinated efforts for rights-based institutional reform and developmental
activities (poverty eradication, employment creation, a newly conceived role
for the military and the police) have a crucial role to play.
l Third, Indonesia used the ratification of  ILO Conventions pertaining to
fundamental principles and rights (including Nos. 87 and 98) as leverage
for domestic labour reforms.
l Fourth, whilst the ILO has made a significant contribution to the process of
legislative reform, the actual drafting of  the legislation has been the responsi-
bility of  the Government, working with an active tripartite Committee. The
Department of  Manpower and the employers’ and workers’ organizations have
taken ownership of  the proposed legislation, thus providing powerful support
for its passage through Parliament and subsequent effective implementation.
l Fifth, although the dimension of  political and economic changes has been
enormous, the impact of  these changes will take time to work through the
system and requires the ongoing commitment of  the ILO and other agencies.
124. ILO activities in respect of  South Africa illustrate similar points. Spurred by
long-standing criticism and condemnation, South Africa withdrew from the ILO in
1964.4 That same year, the ILO adopted the Declaration concerning action against apart-
heid,5 which stated that the Office would provide assistance to liberation groups,
black workers and their independent trade unions. Study visits were organized for
South Africans at ILO headquarters or in selected Southern African countries to
enable them to become acquainted with workers’ education programmes. Seminars
and workshops were held in neighbouring countries on subjects such as freedom of
association, collective bargaining, employment and development, safety and health
and media skills and information technology. This was an example of  a situation in
which assistance to democratic employers’ and workers’ organizations could be pro-
vided even when cooperation with the apartheid regime was out of  question.
125. Every year from 1965 to 1994, a Special Report of  the Director-General on the ap-
plication of  the Declaration concerning action against apartheid was submitted to the Inter-
Ongoing support
Lessons learned
The case of  South
Africa: Ushering in a
new democracy
Maintaining political
pressure for change
4 The implications of  this withdrawal were that, as far as supervisory procedures were concerned, complaints of  violations of  free-
dom of  association and collective bargaining were subject to a special procedure, involving referral to the Economic and Social
Council of  the United Nations (ECOSOC).
5 The Declaration was adopted in 1964 and updated on several occasions.
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national Labour Conference, initially for discussion in the plenary and, from 1980
onwards, in a Conference Committee on Apartheid. This kept up the political
pressure on the apartheid regime in the ILO’s unique tripartite forum.
126. In 1989, the Congress of  South African Trade Unions (COSATU) filed
a complaint alleging various infringements of  freedom of  association. In
February 1991, as the political tide was beginning to turn, the Government
consented to the establishment of  an ILO Fact-finding and Conciliation Com-
mission on Freedom of  Association. The Commission made a number of  rec-
ommendations to bring the laws, policies and practice in that country into
conformity with the principles of  freedom of  association, including the estab-
lishment of  a (tripartite) National Manpower Commission and extensive legis-
lative amendments and labour market policy reform. With the advent of  the
post-apartheid Government, the Governing Body and the Conference
adopted a plan of  action that included the promotion of  trade union and hu-
man rights, capacity building for employers and workers, labour relations and
collective bargaining, and improvement of  the labour law to give effect to the
recommendations of  the Fact-finding Commission. South African legislation
was brought into line with the principles enshrined in the ILO Conventions in
a process involving local and ILO expertise. South Africa ratified Conventions
Nos. 87 and 98 in February 1996.
127. ILO assistance during South Africa’s transition to a non-racist demo-
cratic order was aimed at consolidating progress made. It included an exten-
sive programme of  advice on legislative reform, building collective bargaining
and dispute resolution capacity in the private and public sectors (financed by
Switzerland) and the strengthening of  labour market institutions. This in-
cluded work with the Department of  Labour and the Department of  Public
Service and Administration. The ILO continues to support the consolidation
of  these principles and rights in that country – and their effective recognition
reflects a remarkable degree of  social consensus in the context of  a
multicultural, multilingual environment. It is also interesting to note that ac-
tive social dialogue at the national level has enabled South Africa to imple-
ment an extensive programme of  economic policy reform.6 Furthermore, the
Department of  Labour adopted a tripartite approach in a recent review of  the
labour law reforms that had been introduced.
128. A number of  lessons emerge from the South African experience:
l First, the unique position of  the ILO through its special freedom of  asso-
ciation mechanisms presented an opportunity for the Organization to
support the movement towards full democracy and social justice in
South Africa despite an initial lack of  political will. The ILO was able to
sustain and build the capacity of  the social institutions (through study
tours and seminars outside of  that country), even during the apartheid
years. The Conference Committee on Apartheid also played an impor-
tant role in maintaining international pressure for change and building
the basis for reform.
l Second, political will and respect for the important role of  social dialogue
reinforced the sustainability of  the changes made in the social, political
and economic spheres.
l Third, the ILO supported the development of  the broader labour market
policy framework so that the realization of  the fundamental principles and
rights were underpinned by efforts to redress discrimination and enhance
employment opportunities.
Building consensus
through social dialogue
Lessons learned
6 See ILO: Studies on the social dimensions of  globalization, South Africa (Geneva, 1999).
ILO assistance to
reform process
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l Fourth, ILO activities and support for reforms have been ongoing in order
to facilitate their full and stable integration into overall national policy.
The ILO played an important role in resourcing the collective bargaining
process through capacity building among the social partners and assis-
tance in the development of  dispute resolution activities.
  there will be no real freedom, democracy or peace without
social justice  there are no genuine freedoms or union rights
where there are not human rights in general, where there is not
democracy and the rule of law.
Lech Walesa, President of Solidarity (subsequently President of Poland)
at the 77th Session of the International Labour Conference in June
1990 on the achievements and experience of the ILO.
129. Poland further demonstrates the dramatic role that ILO action and assis-
tance can play in facilitating not only social but also political change. As early as
1959, the Committee of  Experts had pointed out that the 1949 Polish Trade
Unions Act was in contravention of  Convention No. 87, in particular as regards
the right of  workers to establish organizations of  their own choosing.7 Following
a complaint examined by the Governing Body Committee on Freedom of  Asso-
ciation, the Office undertook a mission to Poland in May 1980, meeting with
Government, employers’ and workers’ representatives.
130. The social and political situation evolved rapidly during that period, and
eventually led to the signing of  the Gdansk Agreement, which included the
Government’s overt acceptance of  the principles of  Conventions Nos. 87 and
98. In October 1980, the Parliament adopted a new Trade Unions Act allow-
ing trade union pluralism. However, when the new union, Solidarity, could
not obtain the registration of  its by-laws, the Director-General of  the ILO un-
dertook a further mission to Poland to help unblock the situation. In Novem-
ber that year, the Minister of  Labour appeared in person before the Commit-
tee on Freedom of  Association and announced the registration of  Solidarity.
At the 67th Session of  the Conference (1981), Lech Walesa, the Polish work-
ers’ delegate, underlined that “when ... we decided to create independent self-managed
trade unions, we used in full the provisions of  the ILO Conventions Nos. 87 and 98 ... to
strengthen Solidarity”.
131. The situation deteriorated rapidly when martial law was proclaimed on
13 December 1981, suspending trade union activities and dissolving existing trade
union structures completely. Measures were taken against Solidarity, its leaders
and its members. Complaints of  violations of  trade union rights were subse-
quently filed with the ILO by the International Confederation of  Free Trade
Unions (ICFTU) and the World Confederation of  Labour (WCL). While the
Government initially turned down a proposed mission, the ILO was able to visit
Poland, meet with Government and trade union representatives, and visit Lech
Walesa in detention following the examination of  the case in February 1982.
132. A complaint was filed under article 26 of  the Constitution for violation of
Conventions Nos. 87 and 98 in June 1982. Martial law was suspended on
31 December 1982. However, as the Government refused the terms of  reference
of  a further mission by the ILO, a Commission of  Inquiry was appointed by the
Governing Body. The Government replied by announcing that it was suspending
its cooperation with the ILO. In spite of  this, the Commission completed its work
The case of  Poland:
Freedom of associa-
tion, collective
bargaining and the fall
of  the Berlin Wall
Gdansk agreement
opens way to reform …
… but martial law
blocks progress
ILO criticizes Poland
7 Poland had ratified Conventions Nos. 87 and 98 in 1957.
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(including the hearing of  witnesses in Geneva) and issued its report and recom-
mendations in May 1984. The Government rejected the Commission’s conclu-
sions and recommendations calling for the adoption of  legislation compatible with
Conventions Nos. 87 and 98, the release of  the trade unionists still under deten-
tion and the reinstatement of  workers dismissed for trade union activities.
133. Despite the close monitoring of  the situation by the Committee of  Ex-
perts, no concrete measures were taken by the Government. In May 1987, the
Director-General of  the ILO returned to Poland and met with government and
trade union representatives, including the leadership of  Solidarity, who was still
not authorized to operate. Following a new wave of  strikes in 1988, the Govern-
ment agreed to initiate a round table discussion with the social partners on the
recommendations made by the ILO Commission of  Inquiry. Upon ILO advice,
a national tripartite commission was established in January 1989, in part to draft
new trade union legislation.
134. To consolidate reforms in the early 1990s, the Polish Government actively
supported social dialogue through a project funded by the European Union and
executed by the ILO. Sensitization seminars, practical training in bargaining
and dispute resolution and tripartite study tours (involving both trade union fed-
erations) to countries with well-functioning social dialogue and dispute resolu-
tion mechanisms, gave the social partners comparative references and helped
solidify freedom of  association and collective bargaining in Poland.
135. The political events in Central and Eastern Europe since the late 1980s are
now a matter of  history. Recognition of  freedom of  association and the right to
collective bargaining in Poland gave impetus to a process of  democratization that
had far-reaching effects throughout the region. In March 1990, the Committee of
Experts noted with satisfaction that trade union pluralism in the region was again
possible both in law and in practice and welcomed the registration of  Solidarity.
136. The consequences of  ILO action in Poland demonstrate that:
l First, even in the absence of  political will, persistent attempts by the ILO
to establish dialogue with the Government and to monitor its respect for
fundamental principles and rights at work was decisive for the unblocking
of  the situation when the conditions became ripe.
l Second, the different components of  the ILO supervisory mechanism
served as an important forum for the Polish workers to bring international
attention to their situation.
l Third, genuine democratization is not possible without accompanying
measures for guaranteeing freedom of  association; and inversely, realizing
this right inevitably leads to more democratic systems of  governance.
l Fourth, recommendations by the ILO can furnish the agenda for national
processes.
l Fifth, external support for strengthening social dialogue following a
political breakthrough is a key element in consolidating respect for
freedom of  association and collective bargaining.
137. While of  less dramatic international resonance, the ILO has also been quick
to respond to developments in respect of  solidarist associations8 in Costa Rica
that are encroaching on freedom of  association. Complaints against the prolifera-
tion of  solidarist associations and the corresponding decrease of  independent
trade union organizations (in January 1987 there were 19 trade unions with 4,313
Round table discus-
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8 These are associations dependent upon employers’ contributions, including supervisors and managerial level staff  among their
members, which are often formed at the employer’s initiative.
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members in the industrial sector, while solidarist associations numbered 343 with
a membership of  16,229), as well as the rise in anti-union discrimination, includ-
ing the dismissal of  a large number of  union members, were first submitted to the
Committee on Freedom of  Association in 1988. The development of  solidarist
associations also resulted in a considerable decline in collective bargaining which
was frequently replaced by a system of  direct settlement.
138. The ILO undertook two missions to Costa Rica in April 1991 and Octo-
ber 1993 with a view to assessing the nature of  these associations and to propos-
ing appropriate measures to protect against any resulting infringements of  trade
union rights. Legislative reforms were adopted in 1993. This legislation was wel-
comed by the Committee of  Experts which noted that, as concerned the recom-
mendation that solidarist associations should not assume trade union functions
or engage in collective bargaining, the legislation prohibited any activities hin-
dering the formation and operation of  trade unions, as well as the signing of
collective agreements by solidarist associations.
139. Furthermore, in a step towards greater representational security, the new
legislation provided that any action or omission on the part of  employers, work-
ers or their respective organizations in breach of  the standards laid down in ILO
Conventions and ratified by the Legislative Assembly (including Convention No.
98 which prohibits anti-union discrimination and interference) constituted a
punishable offence under the new legislation. In addition, guarantees in respect
of  employment security for trade union leaders and members were incorpo-
rated into the legislation. Unfortunately national machinery to enforce protec-
tion of  trade union rights has been criticized for being inefficient and slow.
140. The Committee of  Experts continues to monitor closely the developments in
respect of  solidarist associations and any preferential treatment granted to these as-
sociations which might hinder the free development of  trade unions. In reply to a
recent request for information concerning the question of  inequality of  treatment
between solidarist associations and trade unions in regard to the management of
compensation funds for dismissed workers, the Government indicated that a draft
text had been elaborated on the Occupational Capitalization and Economic De-
mocratization Fund permitting trade union organizations to manage such compen-
sation funds – previously a right only granted to solidarist associations.
141. The following lessons can be learned from ILO action in Costa Rica in the face
of  new forms of  attack upon the fundamental principles of  freedom of  association:
l First, prompt and sustained reaction to evolving circumstances affecting
representational security proved effective in addressing challenges posed.
l Second, the continual interaction between the various supervisory bodies,
in particular the Committee on Freedom of  Association and the
Committee of  Experts, permitted a more comprehensive approach to the
problem and ensured the close monitoring of  developments.
l Third, political will and national ownership assumed over the legislative reforms
in 1993 meant that significant measures of  protection against anti-union discri-
mination and acts of  employer interference could be readily adopted.
l Fourth, ILO standards remain a reference point for adequate protection
of  freedom of  association.
Some elements of assessment
142. The above experiences highlight a number of  elements concerning the ef-
fectiveness of  ILO action to promote the realization of  freedom of  association
and the effective recognition of  the right to collective bargaining. A precondi-
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tion for the effective exercise of  freedom of  association and collective bargain-
ing is that basic civil liberties and human rights are respected. No matter
what ILO assistance is given, no matter how strenuous the efforts, the chances
of  immediate success are limited when those rights are not guaranteed. The
above examples show, however, that once the political will has emerged, the pro-
cess of  change can be remarkably fast.
143. The ILO Declaration Expert-Advisers urged that priority for technical co-
operation should be given to countries that have openly recognized a problem
they wish to solve. Political will (or lack thereof) on the part of  governments
can either rapidly facilitate or retard the realization and effective exercise of
freedom of  association and collective bargaining. This does not necessarily im-
ply that the ILO should refrain from providing assistance when political will is
not immediately forthcoming. The Organization can do much to create the con-
ditions for these principles to be fully realized. As has been seen, ILO assis-
tance and support provide important leverages for the agencies of  voice
within a country that are seeking to support processes of  democratization.
144. Having noted that the realization of  these rights and principles of-
ten goes hand in hand with democratic transition, the ILO should focus
its efforts on making the most of  any windows of  opportunity that may emerge.
Countries coming out of  conflict situations are in particular need of  ILO assis-
tance to stabilize social reforms and strengthen institutional capacities. It is es-
sential that support for these transitions is sustained beyond the simple establish-
ment of  institutional frameworks and legislative reforms so that the interest and
momentum created can be maintained and the progress consolidated.
145. Social dialogue is often central to the effective realization of  these principles
and rights. In many countries, social dialogue has proved to be the most effective
way of  introducing and securing commitment to the legitimacy of  labour law re-
form. Real and effective tripartite social dialogue can only take place when work-
ers’ and employers’ organizations are not seen as adversaries, but as partners in
the process. The fact that social dialogue is so central to the realization of  these
rights highlights the importance of  both national tripartite ownership and
active cooperation in the process when reforms are needed, and the need for
effective labour institutions to prevent and resolve disputes.
146. Social dialogue can include a broader constituency and, thus, promote
wider support for reform. In Indonesia, the process of  labour law reform initi-
ated included tripartite-plus workshops (including broader participation by institu-
tions in civil society and various ministries) held by the Government on the draft
legislation and the establishment of  a tripartite drafting group to finalize the re-
vised labour legislation. The ILO assisted in this process and there can be little
doubt that its tripartite-plus nature helped broaden support for the realization of
the principles of  freedom of  association and collective bargaining in that country.9
147. Closer cooperation with international financial institutions
and other international organizations lends support to the ILO’s efforts for the
effective recognition of  fundamental principles and rights at work (box 3.8). Co-
ordinated and, if  possible, joint action in country programmes avoids contradic-
tions and helps to place the realization of  these rights in the context of  recovery
programmes and broader developmental objectives. These can provide impor-
tant leverages for the respect of  these rights.
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9 ILO: Demystifying the core Conventions of  the ILO through social dialogue: The Indonesian experience (Jakarta, 1999).
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Box 3.8
Cooperation with other organizations: A few examples
The ILO Declaration calls on the Office to encourage other
organizations with which it has established relations to
support ILO efforts in relation to fundamental principles
and rights at work (paragraph 3). Cooperation with other
organizations takes many forms.
For instance, when the Director-General addressed
UNCTAD X (Bangkok, February 2000), he stressed res-
pect for freedom of association and collective
bargaining as an integral part of decent work in a
globaIized economy. The ILO also made an input on
the ILO Declaration and the fundamental Conventions
to UNCTADs World Investment Report, 1999 (see pp.
285 and 353).
In the Republic of Korea, collaboration between the
ILO and the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) led the latters Employment,
Labour and Social Affairs Committee (ELSAC) to decide
that the OECD should continue to monitor progress
made on labour law reforms in the field of freedom of
association in the Republic of Korea, at least until res-
pect for basic freedom of association principles had
been achieved in law and in practice.
Yet another type of cooperation is illustrated by the
agreement concluded by the ILO and the Inter-
Parliamentary Union, which refers specifically to pro-
motion of the principles and rights in the Declaration.
Box 3.9
Commitment to core principles and rights: Indonesia and the ILO
Indonesia signed a Letter of Intent on 23 December 1998
with the ILO in which the Government reaffirmed its
commitment to ratify the remaining three core Conven-
tions and set up a tripartite Indonesian task force to
follow-up on the agreement, together with the ILO.10 It
was also agreed that the ILO would provide technical as-
sistance for the ratification and implementation of these
Conventions. Subsequently, the Abolition of Forced
Labour Convention, 1957 (No. 105), the Discrimination
(Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No.
111), and the Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No.
138), were ratified on 7 June 1999. In March 2000,
Indonesia also became the first Asian country to ratify the
Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182).
10 ibid., p. 81.
148. Some of  the examples cited in this chapter show that member States do not
necessarily have to wait until all provisions of  their labour legisla-
tion and practice are in conformity with the relevant Conventions be-
fore considering ratification. What they need to consider in connection with ratifi-
cation is the process of  implementation. The lapse of  time between the formal act
of  ratification and the initiation of  dialogue concerning implementation gives
time to take stock of  the situation and permits the ILO and others to provide assis-
tance and technical cooperation. What is important is that such a process is under-
pinned by tripartite cooperation in the country concerned.
Ratification
149. The impetus for change can result from annual reporting under the Declara-
tion follow-up, tripartite consultations, constitutional procedures, complaints, obser-
vations and recommendations of  supervisory bodies, etc. Seminars have also been
useful as part of  the process, often facilitated by the conclusions of  the supervisory
bodies. There may also be spontaneous requests for ILO technical assistance, at the
initiative of  the government concerned or of  the social partners. Obviously more in-
depth promotion has to go beyond legislative action. Full respect for these principles
and rights does not occur overnight. It is often an incremental process, with some
progress being made – short of  solving all problems. This illustrates the fact that no
single solution is valid for all situations and emphasizes the complementary
nature of  the various types of  ILO action, traditional supervisory work by ILO or-
gans and more promotional activities, as in the context of  the Declaration follow-up.
The right mix of
proactive and reactive
responses
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150. Given the debate over the value of  mechanisms that promote core
labour standards worldwide versus enforcing these through trade related
measures, it is appropriate to highlight the voluntary, persuasive and promo-
tional nature of  the ILO system and the results achieved. The ILO supervi-
sory system helps ensure adherence to obligations voluntarily acquired
through a process of  ratification of  ILO fundamental Conventions. The Di-
rector-General launched a ratification campaign for the ILO’s fundamental
Conventions on 1 May 1995. At 31 January 2000, 14 additional States had
ratified Convention No. 87 and 17 additional States had ratified No. 98 (see
figures 3.1 and 3.2). Momentum for the universal ratification of  these Con-
ventions has been growing. By 31 January 2000, out of  the then 174 ILO
member States, 127 countries had ratified Convention No. 87 (73 per cent)
and 145 had ratified Convention No. 98 (83 per cent). By 31 March 2000,
one more country had ratified Conventions Nos. 87 and 98 (Eritrea), and
Kiribati had become the 175th ILO member State.
Voluntary and
promotional nature of
ILO mechanisms
Figure 3.1. Progress in ratification of the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right
to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87)
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11 Paragraph 5 of  the ILO Declaration “stresses that labour standards should not be used for protectionist trade purposes, and that
nothing in this Declaration and its follow-up shall be invoked or otherwise used for such purposes; in addition, the comparative ad-
vantage of  any country should in no way be called into question by this Declaration and its follow-up”.
The Declaration: A new tool for change
151. The Declaration and its follow-up provides the ILO with a new promo-
tional tool for the universal realization of  fundamental principles and rights at
work. The moral underpinning of  this commitment means that the ILO con-
stituents carry collective responsibility for this task. Building on the mechanisms
already established, the Declaration serves as a new and complementary tool for
ensuring the full realization of  freedom of  association and collective bargaining
rights in all countries – including some of  the most populated countries in the
world that have not yet ratified Convention Nos. 87 and 98. The follow-up to
the Declaration – both the annual review and the Global Report (see Annex 2) –
provide a unique opportunity to reinforce ILO action to safeguard and promote
respect for basic principles and rights at work.11
Joint action with
member States
Figure 3.2. Progress in ratification of the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining
Convention, 1949 (No. 98)
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4. Building on the Declaration
Introduction
152. The previous chapter reviewed the effectiveness of  past ILO activities to
promote freedom of  association and the effective recognition of  the right to col-
lective bargaining. The Annex to the Declaration states that this Report should
serve as a basis for determining priorities for the coming four years, in the form
of  action plans for technical cooperation designed in particular to mobilize the
internal and external resources necessary to carry them out. It likewise makes
clear that it is for the Governing Body to draw conclusions from the Conference
discussion of  this Report on such priorities and plans of  action. This chapter
raises some of  the issues that the Conference and the Governing Body may wish
to address when undertaking that task.
153. The Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work confirms
the international consensus around a social pillar to the global economy and
presents the ILO with new opportunities. But what are the implications for the
ILO’s operational activities aimed at its promotion? There would seem to be
four avenues to reflect upon:
l The Declaration boosts political commitment to the realization of  the
principles and rights it covers.
l The Declaration provides the basis for a much fuller, and potentially
universal, information base in respect of  those principles and rights.
l The Declaration offers new opportunities for the ILO to mobilize
resources to promote the realization of  those principles and rights.
l The Declaration promotional Follow-up provides for important new forums
for discussion, at both the Conference and the Governing Body, and a new
opportunity to strengthen the tripartism on which the Organization is based.
154. Promotion of  the Declaration will need to be pursued on several fronts.
The Declaration Follow-up and ILO supervisory procedures are distinct and
complementary tools that reinforce one another. Certain action by the Organi-
zation needs to continue much as it has done before. This concerns the follow-
up of  recommendations made by the supervisory bodies, through legislative
advice and assistance, drawing on the strength of  a tripartite approach. The
Declaration lends added weight to this work, and its Follow-up – particularly the
annual reports – offers an additional channel to match established needs with
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assistance. Yet achieving technical cooperation which goes beyond the legislative
framework calls for a new approach to the promotion of  fundamental principles
and rights at work. This would appear well suited to the strategic programme
and budget now directing the activities of  the Organization which structures
work along the lines of  advocacy, knowledge and service.
Making the case, winning the arguments: Advocacy
155. This Report has highlighted the important role that advocacy plays in the pro-
motion of  freedom of  association and collective bargaining. The status of  freedom
of  association and collective bargaining as fundamental rights is less firmly estab-
lished in the minds of  policy-makers, public opinion and even the ILO’s direct con-
stituency, than is the case for the other three categories contained in the Declaration.
The prospects for the full realization of  this category of  principles and rights will be
immeasurably enhanced if  the climate of  opinion can be shifted in its favour. Mean-
ingful tripartism can only find its full expression in the ILO when there are organiza-
tions representing employers and workers in all member States.
156. This all suggests that the ILO should significantly extend the scope of  its
advocacy and outreach activities. Traditionally, these have been concentrated pri-
marily on its own tripartite constituents. But there are many beyond that constitu-
ency who have considerable influence in the realization of  the goals of  the Declara-
tion in respect of  freedom of  association and collective bargaining. In order to
achieve better understanding of  their importance and usefulness, actors beyond the
ILO’s customary circle have to be convinced and become engaged in the process.
157. Paragraph 3 of  the Declaration recognizes that the ILO should encourage
other international organizations with which it has established relations to sup-
port its efforts to assist member States attain the objectives of  the Declaration. It
is important that the ILO continue to seek the active and committed support of
all relevant international organizations and cooperates with them so that they
can better recognize how the objectives of  the Declaration positively contribute
to their own mandates and goals.1 Furthermore, it is central to the need for inte-
grated thinking and action by the multilateral system in addressing the interde-
pendent challenges raised by globalization.
158. Advocacy also needs to target those organizations of  civil society that are
themselves engaged in the promotion of  other fundamental rights and the pur-
suit of  social goals. The linkages between their objectives and those of  the Dec-
laration are generally insufficiently appreciated and understood. Much can be
gained by making clear the complementarities and mobilizing wider support for
the realization of  freedom of  association and collective bargaining.
159. The ILO’s interface with governments is generally through ministries of
labour which, in many cases, have a good understanding of, and firm commit-
ment to, fundamental principles and rights at work. But even when this is so,
their views may not necessarily prevail when set against those of  other parts of
government. The ILO is reinforcing its efforts to strengthen ministries of  labour
and labour administration. But it also can improve the understanding of  free-
dom of  association and the practice of  collective bargaining in other ministries,
such as those covering trade, finance, development, planning, gender, education,
agriculture and transport, as well as among parliamentarians, local authorities,
the judiciary and in some cases even the armed forces and police.
1 For recent progress, see Government Body docs. 277/ESP/4 and 277/WP/SDL/2.
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160. There are other new and encouraging initiatives already under way in re-
lation to the Declaration. The Global Compact, discussed in Chapter 1, is a
high profile vehicle for winning endorsement from enterprises for the principles
and rights of  the Declaration. The International Organization of  Employers
(IOE) has undertaken a campaign with its affiliates to win explicit backing for
this initiative. Public institutions from the international to the community level
can also engage in initiatives that reinforce freedom of  association and collective
bargaining rights. International financial institutions can give greater recogni-
tion to the contribution collective bargaining is able to make to balanced eco-
nomic growth and enhanced employability of  workers. Employers’, workers’
and non-governmental organizations can form strategic alliances to promote
freedom of  association for all.
161. It might be too readily concluded that there is little scope or need for the ad-
vocacy of  freedom of  association among trade unions. They are the primary vic-
tims of  abuse in this field and the rights and principles concerned are crucial to
their existence, their activities and their success. Yet some workers’ organizations
may draw direct benefit from restrictions placed on others, or even upon the free
choice and freedom of  action of  their own members. Ignoring or considering
such abuse may serve their own purposes, but not the principles of  freedom of  as-
sociation. In such instances, activities can help promote acceptance of  trade union
pluralism as a necessary option in the exercise of  freedom of  association.
162. The ILO’s ambition should be to effectively reach out to all those who wish
to engage in a real process of  assistance, starting with the most vulnerable groups
(such as migrant and domestic workers). An obvious area to be targeted is the in-
formal economy, the very nature of  which poses major obstacles to collective rep-
resentation, organization, and the establishment of  bargaining relationships. Yet
the principle of  freedom of  association is such a central element of  basic civil lib-
erties that it cannot be absent from the informal economy. An important challenge
is to explore the ways in which it can effectively be applied to these realities.
163. ILO action should be the seeds from which government to government,
employer to employer, trade union to trade union, and intra-civil society activi-
ties grow. The advantages lie not just in terms of  quantity, but in the efficacy of
peer group interaction and advocacy. This is contingent, for example, upon an
employers’ organization making the case for freedom of  association to another
recalcitrant sister organization. Trade unions that have emerged from monopoly
situations can share their experiences with others in similar positions. Likewise,
government to government pressure for the realization of  these rights and prin-
ciples can be very effective.
164. The net of  advocacy must be cast wide if  it is to create favourable condi-
tions for change in those member States where sufficient political will exists.
Similarly it can bring to bear significant moral pressure in those cases where wil-
ful and manifest abuse persists, by making it clear that such abuse is intolerable
to the international community.
165. A few signposts point the way to where priorities and action plans may lie
in respect of  the need to advocate these principles and rights:
l awareness-raising and outreach activities explaining the benefits
of  these principles and rights targeted at a broader constituency than the
direct tripartite constituents;
l intensified exchange between the ILO and those who advise
governments on behalf  of  international and regional financial institu-
tions to ensure that we do not work at cross-purposes;
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l awareness-raising activities among the ILO’s own consti-
tuency enabling them to promote the realization of  these principles and
rights in new constituencies.
Information for action
166. The reporting procedures in the Follow-up to the Declaration provide an
important new source of  information on respect for freedom of  association and
collective bargaining rights. Even before the adoption of  the Declaration, the
Organization was well placed in this regard because complaints could be sub-
mitted to the Committee on Freedom of  Association against non-ratifying gov-
ernments, as well as ratifying member States. Existing supervisory mechanisms
together with the reporting procedures under the Follow-up to the Declaration
now provide the ILO with the potential to develop a baseline of  respect for these
principles and rights. Nevertheless a considerable margin for improvement re-
mains. Ratifications do not tell the whole story. Restrictions on the exercise of
these principles and rights may still exist in certain sectors of  the economy. Fur-
thermore, complaints are by their nature episodic and the information they gen-
erate sporadic. In addition, the ILO Declaration Expert-Advisers charged with
reviewing the first set of  annual reports under the Follow-up to the Declaration
concluded that these reports fell short of  providing a reliable baseline which
would permit a global assessment of  the state of  freedom of  association and col-
lective bargaining in the world, and against which progress in their respect could
be measured. One-third of  the countries owing annual reports in relation to
freedom of  association and collective bargaining did not provide these (see fig-
ure 4.1). The Governing Body has determined that outreach efforts should be
concentrated on countries still owing initial reports under the Declaration.2
Expanding knowledge
and information on
respect for these
principles and rights
2 As at 31 March 2000, the following countries had not supplied initial reports (concerning all categories of  principles and rights at
work) under the ILO Declaration Follow-up: Afghanistan, Antigua and Barbuda, Armenia, Barbados, Belize, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Côte d’Ivoire, Djibouti, Ecuador, Equatorial
Guinea, Fiji, Gabon, Grenada, Guinea, Haiti, Jamaica, Kazakhstan, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Lesotho, Liberia, Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya, The former Yugoslav Republic of  Macedonia, Madagascar, Malawi, Moldova, Mongolia, Oman, Rwanda, Saint
Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Sao Tome and Principle, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands,
Swaziland, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan.
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Figure 4.1. Ratification and Declaration reporting
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167. The ILO has other significant sources of  information. Its presence in mem-
ber States, through its multidisciplinary teams and other field structures, permits it
insight and understanding of  issues and situations which do not always result from
formal reporting and supervisory systems. The information gathering process
needs to be closely linked to the ILO’s analytical and research agenda, so that
knowledge gaps are closed at the same time as information gaps. There is still
much that can be done to identify the determinants of  success and best practice.
168. This Report has highlighted significant gaps in knowledge on the variables
determining the realization of  the rights and other economic and social goals:
l In establishing a baseline on respect for these principles and rights,
particular attention needs to be given to those non-ratifying
member States which fail to submit annual reports, as well as to
eliciting better information from those that do.
l There must be an improved system of  statistics and indicators of
progress that assist the ILO to measure the extent to which all those at
work have a voice and representational security.
l The link between these principles and rights and equitable
development and poverty reduction needs to be better articulated.
l Further research should be conducted into the intervening variables that
determine the link between organization and collective bargaining
rights, equity and improved economic performance.
l There must be a better understanding of  how freedom of  association and
collective bargaining strengthen the realization of  the other three
categories of  fundamental principles and rights at work.
Service to the ILO constituency
169. The Declaration explicitly recognizes the obligation incumbent upon the
ILO to assist its Members to meet the commitments it contains by responding to
their established and expressed needs. The Declaration Expert-Advisers have
called on the international community to respond to appeals for assistance from
member States who are ready and willing to promote the principles and rights
of  the Declaration. As the preceding chapters have shown, political will is a cru-
cial factor for progress. This is obviously a major consideration, and the ILO
will need to exercise judgement in determining the real potential for progress
when requests are made of  it. Opportunities for genuine breakthroughs often
appear at times of  significant economic and political change. In such situations,
the ILO has to be able to react quickly and bring to bear the kind of  assistance
to sustain the momentum for change.
170. What, however, is the appropriate stance when there is no evidence of  politi-
cal commitment or of  prospects for progress? The Organization would be ill-ad-
vised to devote resources to activities which have no reasonable chance of  success.
But equally, it would fail in its responsibilities if  it wrote off  certain situations as
being beyond hope, effectively designating them as “no-go areas” for principles
and rights contained in the Declaration. The way forward may be through the
choice of  a judicious mix of  action, in which advocacy would figure prominently.
Political will is not an unalterable given, but rather a factor open to influence and
persuasion. Nor should the ILO and its constituents be reticent in expressing dis-
approval and pressing for change when confronted with cases of  serious and fla-
grant abuse. There can be a place for the personal intervention of  the Director-
General in such cases in seeking immediate remedies in situations of  particular
urgency. None of  this detracts from the promotional nature of  the Declaration.
Indeed the credibility of  its follow-up depends upon the capacity of  the Organiza-
tion to act with understanding and resolution when circumstances require.
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171. In addition to the parameters defined by ratification and political will, the
ILO may consider that there are certain categories of  failure to respect the prin-
ciples and rights of  freedom and association that require priority attention. One
is clearly the gravity of  abuse, as for example when life and liberty is at stake.
But it may also prove possible to identify certain regions, categories of  workers
or types of  obstacles which particularly call for attention, or where the prospects
for progress appear particularly favourable.
172. The Declaration provides that the ILO should make the mobilization of
external resources and support an integral part of  its assistance to constituents.
There are positive indications concerning donor interest in financing work to
promote the Declaration. As in other areas of  technical cooperation, the ILO
and donors will need to keep in mind the overall coherence of  the ILO’s strat-
egy of  promotion of  fundamental principles and rights when agreeing upon the
types of  activity to be funded. These questions have already been the subject of
detailed discussion in the Conference and the Governing Body.
173. The cases used as examples in Chapter 3 are evidence that each national
situation is unique, and that prefabricated or stereotyped action plans at the
country level are unlikely to address adequately the specificities of  each. While
this Report cannot outline the substantive content of  action to be taken, past
experience has shown that a combination of  political commitment, well-tar-
geted technical cooperation and vibrant interaction and dialogue among the so-
cial partners is a successful formula for the realization of  fundamental principles
and rights at work in each particular context.
174. Of  particular importance is the role of  social dialogue. The commitment
of  each of  the three national constituent groups is fundamental to the success of
any national process. And mechanisms of  social dialogue are equally key in en-
abling them to contribute and interact effectively. Nor is social dialogue con-
ducted in a vacuum. If  the objective of  fuller respect for freedom of  association
and collective bargaining enjoys wide support in political circles and from public
opinion, then the greater will be the chances for success. The creation of  such a
supportive environment is contingent upon the success of  advocacy work and
the extent to which these goals are perceived as positive for wider economic and
social policy objectives. Functional social dialogue can be underpinned by ac-
tivities which strengthen the representational capacities of  the partners, and
which consolidate the different types of  labour market institutions providing
mechanisms for conflict resolution. It is equally true that these mechanisms and
institutions offer a supportive environment to sustain the exercise of  freedom of
association and collective bargaining, once ILO promotional work has ended.
175. Closely linked to the above is the significance of  national ownership. Actions
which, for whatever reason, are perceived to respond to external initiative or pressure
are less likely to succeed than are those which are clearly seen as responding to domes-
tic interests and concerns and as being driven by national actors. Technical coopera-
tion and advisory services should support national actors and national decision-mak-
ing processes. National ownership is also at the heart of  the strategies of  other inter-
national organizations, notably those of  the World Bank and the International Mon-
etary Fund concerning poverty reduction, and this provides improved opportunities
for integrating ILO action in favour of  freedom of  association and collective bargain-
ing with wider internationally backed economic and social policy frameworks.
176. The utility of  ILO assistance to constituents at other than the country level
may merit further consideration. In the initial stages, at least, subregional and
regional level activities may be efficient in familiarizing constituents with the
Identifying priorities
Mobilizing other
resources
A winning formula
Social dialogue
Ownership of  the
process
Deciding where to
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Declaration and promoting their active participation in its Follow-up. These ap-
proaches may be particularly suited to situations in which regional organizations
are active and influential in processes of  cooperation and integration.3 But it
would otherwise seem probable that most action plans should be operated at the
national and sometimes the sectoral levels.
177. A few signposts point the way to where the priorities and action plans for
technical cooperation may lie:
l strengthening the capacity of  the constituents to give effect to the
principles and rights of  freedom of  association and collective bargaining;
l focusing on certain sectors where fundamental principles and rights
are poorly observed;
l identifying the areas where the barriers to women’s
organization are highest and ways of  overcoming them, including
through increased appreciation of  gender issues in collective bargaining;
l improving the capacity of  constituents to prevent, manage and
resolve conflict.
Conclusion
178. Significant progress has been made in the acceptance and realization of
the principles of  freedom of  association and the right to collective bargaining.
However, there are still far too many people for whom this method of  improving
their position in life remains unattainable or elusive. Three interrelated priori-
ties, highlighted in the preceding chapters should guide promotional work by
the ILO with its constituents and with the rest of  the world:
l Ensuring that all workers can form and join a trade union of  their choice
without fear of  intimidation or reprisal and that employers are free to
form and join independent associations;
l Encouraging an open and constructive attitude by private business and
public employers to the freely chosen representation of  workers and the
development of  agreed methods of  bargaining and complementary forms
of  cooperation concerning terms and conditions of  work;
l Promoting the recognition by public authorities that the good governance
of  the labour market, based on respect for fundamental principles and
rights at work, makes a major contribution to stable economic, political
and social development in the context of  international economic
integration, the expansion of  democracy and the fight against poverty.
179. Respect for the basic human rights of  freedom of  association and collec-
tive bargaining is indispensable in the context of  international economic inte-
gration and the enlargement of  democracy worldwide. The existence of  inde-
pendent, representative employers’ and workers’ organizations depends upon
respect for these principles and rights, and their realization is critical to ensure
local responses to the differential impact that globalization is having on the lives
of  working women and men all over the world. At the same time, the universal
commitment to respect, promote and realize the principles and rights in the
Declaration provides a critical social dimension to the global economy and its
governance. Their universal respect by all member States is critical to the decent
work agenda of  the ILO. The ILO Declaration Follow-up sets the stage for en-
couraging member States’ efforts to achieve this goal.
Signposts to priorities
and action plans
Ensuring the
realization of  freedom
of association and
collective bargaining
among the ILO
constituency
Freedom
of association,
collective bargaining
and decent work
3 In this regard, the recommendations of  the ILO Declaration Expert-Advisers, adopted by the 277th (March 2000) Session of  the
Governing Body, requested the ILO to: “Review examples of  regional integration groups that are making strides in promoting fun-
damental principles and rights at work, and disseminate information on the lessons that can be drawn from these experiences”. See
ILO: Review of  annual reports, op. cit., Part I, Governing Body doc. 277/3/1, para. 22, p. 7.
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Annex 1
ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights
at Work and its Follow-up
Whereas the ILO was founded in the conviction that social justice is essential to
universal and lasting peace;
Whereas economic growth is essential but not sufficient to ensure equity, social
progress and the eradication of  poverty, confirming the need for the ILO
to promote strong social policies, justice and democratic institutions;
Whereas the ILO should, now more than ever, draw upon all its standard-set-
ting, technical cooperation and research resources in all its areas of  com-
petence, in particular employment, vocational training and working con-
ditions, to ensure that, in the context of  a global strategy for economic and
social development, economic and social policies are mutually reinforcing
components in order to create broad-based sustainable development;
Whereas the ILO should give special attention to the problems of  persons with
special social needs, particularly the unemployed and migrant workers,
and mobilize and encourage international, regional and national efforts
aimed at resolving their problems, and promote effective policies aimed at
job creation;
Whereas, in seeking to maintain the link between social progress and economic
growth, the guarantee of  fundamental principles and rights at work is of
particular significance in that it enables the persons concerned to claim
freely and on the basis of  equality of  opportunity their fair share of  the
wealth which they have helped to generate, and to achieve fully their hu-
man potential;
Whereas the ILO is the constitutionally mandated international organization and
the competent body to set and deal with international labour standards, and
enjoys universal support and acknowledgement in promoting fundamental
rights at work as the expression of  its constitutional principles;
Whereas it is urgent, in a situation of  growing economic interdependence, to re-
affirm the immutable nature of  the fundamental principles and rights em-
bodied in the Constitution of  the Organization and to promote their uni-
versal application;
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The International Labour Conference,
1. Recalls:
(a) that in freely joining the ILO, all Members have endorsed the prin-
ciples and rights set out in its Constitution and in the Declaration of
Philadelphia, and have undertaken to work towards attaining the
overall objectives of  the Organization to the best of  their resources
and fully in line with their specific circumstances;
(b) that these principles and rights have been expressed and developed
in the form of  specific rights and obligations in Conventions recog-
nized as fundamental both inside and outside the Organization.
2. Declares that all Members, even if  they have not ratified the Conventions
in question, have an obligation arising from the very fact of  membership
in the Organization, to respect, to promote and to realize, in good faith
and in accordance with the Constitution, the principles concerning the
fundamental rights which are the subject of  those Conventions, namely:
(a) freedom of  association and the effective recognition of  the right to
collective bargaining;
(b) the elimination of  all forms of  forced or compulsory labour;
(c) the effective abolition of  child labour; and
(d) the elimination of  discrimination in respect of  employment and oc-
cupation.
3. Recognizes the obligation on the Organization to assist its Members, in
response to their established and expressed needs, in order to attain these
objectives by making full use of  its constitutional, operational and bud-
getary resources, including by the mobilization of  external resources and
support, as well as by encouraging other international organizations with
which the ILO has established relations, pursuant to article 12 of  its
Constitution, to support these efforts:
(a) by offering technical cooperation and advisory services to promote
the ratification and implementation of  the fundamental Conven-
tions;
(b) by assisting those Members not yet in a position to ratify some or all
of  these Conventions in their efforts to respect, to promote and to re-
alize the principles concerning fundamental rights which are the
subject of  those Conventions; and
(c) by helping the Members in their efforts to create a climate for eco-
nomic and social development.
4. Decides that, to give full effect to this Declaration, a promotional Follow-
up, which is meaningful and effective, shall be implemented in accordance
with the measures specified in the annex hereto, which shall be considered
as an integral part of  this Declaration.
5. Stresses that labour standards should not be used for protectionist trade
purposes, and that nothing in this Declaration and its Follow-up shall be
invoked or otherwise used for such purposes; in addition, the comparative
advantage of  any country should in no way be called into question by this
Declaration and its Follow-up.
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Annex
Follow-up to the Declaration
I. OVERALL PURPOSE
1. The aim of  the Follow-up described below is to encourage the efforts
made by the Members of  the Organization to promote the fundamental
principles and rights enshrined in the Constitution of  the ILO and the
Declaration of  Philadelphia and reaffirmed in this Declaration.
2. In line with this objective, which is of  a strictly promotional nature, this
follow-up will allow the identification of  areas in which the assistance of
the Organization through its technical cooperation activities may prove
useful to its Members to help them implement these fundamental prin-
ciples and rights. It is not a substitute for the established supervisory
mechanisms, nor shall it impede their functioning; consequently, specific
situations within the purview of  those mechanisms shall not be examined
or re-examined within the framework of  this follow-up.
3. The two aspects of  this Follow-up, described below, are based on existing
procedures: the annual follow-up concerning non-ratified fundamental
Conventions will entail merely some adaptation of  the present modalities
of  application of  article 19, paragraph 5(e), of  the Constitution; and the
Global Report will serve to obtain the best results from the procedures car-
ried out pursuant to the Constitution.
II. ANNUAL FOLLOW-UP CONCERNING NON-RATIFIED
FUNDAMENTAL CONVENTIONS
A. Purpose and scope
1. The purpose is to provide an opportunity to review each year, by means of
simplified procedures to replace the four-year review introduced by the
Governing Body in 1995, the efforts made in accordance with the Decla-
ration by Members which have not yet ratified all the fundamental Con-
ventions.
2. The follow-up will cover each year the four areas of  fundamental prin-
ciples and rights specified in the Declaration.
B. Modalities
1. The follow-up will be based on reports requested from Members under
article 19, paragraph 5(e), of  the Constitution. The report forms will be
drawn up so as to obtain information from governments which have not
ratified one or more of  the fundamental Conventions, on any changes
which may have taken place in their law and practice, taking due account
of  article 23 of  the Constitution and established practice.
2. These reports, as compiled by the Office, will be reviewed by the Govern-
ing Body.
3. With a view to presenting an introduction to the reports thus compiled,
drawing attention to any aspects which might call for a more in-depth
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discussion, the Office may call upon a group of  experts appointed for this
purpose by the Governing Body.
4. Adjustments to the Governing Body’s existing procedures should be exam-
ined to allow Members which are not represented on the Governing Body
to provide, in the most appropriate way, clarifications which might prove
necessary or useful during Governing Body discussions to supplement the
information contained in their reports.
III. GLOBAL REPORT
A. Purpose and scope
1. The purpose of  this report is to provide a dynamic global picture relat-
ing to each category of  fundamental principles and rights noted during
the preceding four-year period, and to serve as a basis for assessing the
effectiveness of  the assistance provided by the Organization, and for de-
termining priorities for the following period, in the form of  action plans
f o r
technical cooperation designed in particular to mobilize the internal and
external resources necessary to carry them out.
2. The report will cover, each year, one of  the four categories of  fundamental
principles and rights in turn.
B. Modalities
1. The report will be drawn up under the responsibility of  the Director-Gen-
eral on the basis of  official information, or information gathered and as-
sessed in accordance with established procedures. In the case of  States
which have not ratified the fundamental Conventions, it will be based in par-
ticular on the findings of  the aforementioned annual follow-up. In the case
of  Members which have ratified the Conventions concerned, the report will
be based in particular on reports as dealt with pursuant to article 22 of  the
Constitution.
2. This report will be submitted to the Conference for tripartite discussion as
a report of  the Director-General. The Conference may deal with this re-
port separately from reports under article 12 of  its Standing Orders, and
may discuss it during a sitting devoted entirely to this report, or in any
other appropriate way. It will then be for the Governing Body, at an early
session, to draw conclusions from this discussion concerning the priorities
and plans of  action for technical cooperation to be implemented for the
following four-year period.
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IV. IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT:
1. Proposals shall be made for amendments to the Standing Orders of  the
Governing Body and the Conference which are required to implement the
preceding provisions.
2. The Conference shall, in due course, review the operation of  this follow-
up in the light of  the experience acquired to assess whether it has ad-
equately fulfilled the overall purpose articulated in Part I.
The foregoing is the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles
and Rights at Work and its Follow-up duly adopted by the General Con-
ference of  the International Labour Organization during its Eighty-sixth
Session which was held at Geneva and declared closed the 18 June 1998.
IN FAITH WHEREOF we have appended our signatures this nine-
teenth day of  June 1998.
The President of  the Conference,
JEAN-JACQUES OESCHSLIN
The Director-General of  the International Labour Office.
MICHEL HANSENNE
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Annex 3
Table of ratifications of ILO Conventions Nos. 87
and 98 and annual reports submitted under
the Declaration follow-up
(as at 31 January 2000)
No. 87 – Freedom of  Association and Protection of  the Right to Organise
Convention, 1948
No. 98 – The Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949
Explanation of symbols in the table
R Convention ratified
– Convention not ratified
yes Annual report received
no Annual report not received
n/a Not applicable
Afghanistan   no no
Albania R R n/a n/a
Algeria R R n/a n/a
Angola  R yes n/a
Member States Ratifications Annual report submitted
C. 87 C. 98 C. 87 C. 98
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Antigua and Barbuda R R n/a n/a
Argentina R R n/a n/a
Armenia   no no
Australia R R n/a n/a
Austria R R n/a n/a
Azerbaijan R R n/a n/a
Bahamas  R yes n/a
Bahrain   yes yes
Bangladesh R R n/a n/a
Barbados R R n/a n/a
Belarus R R n/a n/a
Belgium R R n/a n/a
Belize R R n/a n/a
Benin R R n/a n/a
Bolivia R R n/a n/a
Bosnia and Herzegovina R R n/a n/a
Botswana R R n/a n/a
Brazil  R yes n/a
Bulgaria R R n/a n/a
Burkina Faso R R n/a n/a
Burundi R R n/a n/a
Cambodia R R n/a n/a
Cameroon R R n/a n/a
Canada R  n/a yes
Cape Verde R R n/a n/a
Central African Republic R R n/a n/a
Chad R R n/a n/a
Chile R R n/a n/a
China   yes yes
Member States Ratifications Annual report submitted
C. 87 C. 98 C. 87 C. 98
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Colombia R R n/a n/a
Comoros R R n/a n/a
Congo R R n/a n/a
Costa Rica R R n/a n/a
Côte dIvoire R R n/a n/a
Croatia R R n/a n/a
Cuba R R n/a n/a
Cyprus R R n/a n/a
Czech Republic R R n/a n/a
Democratic Republic
of the Congo  R yes n/a
Denmark R R n/a n/a
Djibouti R R n/a n/a
Dominica R R n/a n/a
Dominican Republic R R n/a n/a
Ecuador R R n/a n/a
Egypt R R n/a n/a
El Salvador   yes yes
Equatorial Guinea   no no
Eritrea   yes yes
Estonia R R n/a n/a
Ethiopia R R n/a n/a
Fiji  R no n/a
Finland R R n/a n/a
France R R n/a n/a
Gabon R R n/a n/a
Gambia   yes yes
Georgia R R n/a n/a
Germany R R n/a n/a
Member States Ratifications Annual report submitted
C. 87 C. 98 C. 87 C. 98
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Member States Ratifications Annual report submitted
C. 87 C. 98 C. 87 C. 98
Ghana R R n/a n/a
Greece R R n/a n/a
Grenada R R n/a n/a
Guatemala R R n/a n/a
Guinea R R n/a n/a
Guinea-Bissau  R yes n/a
Guyana R R n/a n/a
Haiti R R n/a n/a
Honduras R R n/a n/a
Hungary R R n/a n/a
Iceland R R n/a n/a
India   yes yes
Indonesia R R n/a n/a
Iran, Islamic Republic of   yes yes
Iraq  R no n/a
Ireland R R n/a n/a
Israel R R n/a n/a
Italy R R n/a n/a
Jamaica R R n/a n/a
Japan R R n/a n/a
Jordan  R yes n/a
Kazakhstan   no no
Kenya  R yes n/a
Korea, Republic of   yes yes
Kuwait R  n/a yes
Kyrgyzstan R R n/a n/a
Lao Peoples Democratic Republic   no no
Latvia R R n/a n/a
Lebanon  R yes n/a
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Member States Ratifications Annual report submitted
C. 87 C. 98 C. 87 C. 98
Lesotho R R n/a n/a
Liberia R R n/a n/a
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya  R no n/a
Lithuania R R n/a n/a
Luxembourg R R n/a n/a
Madagascar R R n/a n/a
Malawi R R n/a n/a
Malaysia  R yes n/a
Mali R R n/a n/a
Malta R R n/a n/a
Mauritania R  n/a yes
Mauritius  R yes n/a
Mexico R  n/a yes
Moldova, Republic of R R n/a n/a
Mongolia R R n/a n/a
Morocco  R yes n/a
Mozambique R R n/a n/a
Myanmar R  n/a no
Namibia R R n/a n/a
Nepal  R yes n/a
Netherlands R R n/a n/a
New Zealand   yes yes
Nicaragua R R n/a n/a
Niger R R n/a n/a
Nigeria R R n/a n/a
Norway R R n/a n/a
Oman   no no
Pakistan R R n/a n/a
Panama R R n/a n/a
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Member States Ratifications Annual report submitted
C. 87 C. 98 C. 87 C. 98
Papua New Guinea  R no n/a
Paraguay R R n/a n/a
Peru R R n/a n/a
Philippines R R n/a n/a
Poland R R n/a n/a
Portugal R R n/a n/a
Qatar   yes yes
Romania R R n/a n/a
Russian Federation R R n/a n/a
Rwanda R R n/a n/a
Saint Kitts and Nevis   no no
Saint Lucia R R n/a n/a
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines  R no n/a
San Marino R R n/a n/a
Sao Tome and Principe R R n/a n/a
Saudi Arabia   yes yes
Senegal R R n/a n/a
Seychelles R R n/a n/a
Sierra Leone R R n/a n/a
Singapore  R yes n/a
Slovakia R R n/a n/a
Slovenia R R n/a n/a
Solomon Islands   no no
Somalia   no no
South Africa R R n/a n/a
Spain R R n/a n/a
Sri Lanka R R n/a n/a
Sudan  R no n/a
Suriname R R n/a n/a
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Member States Ratifications Annual report submitted
C. 87 C. 98 C. 87 C. 98
Swaziland R R n/a n/a
Sweden R R n/a n/a
Switzerland R R n/a n/a
Syrian Arab Republic R R n/a n/a
Tajikistan R R n/a n/a
Tanzania, United Republic of  R yes n/a
Thailand   yes yes
The former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia R R n/a n/a
Togo R R n/a n/a
Trinidad and Tobago R R n/a n/a
Tunisia R R n/a n/a
Turkey R R n/a n/a
Turkmenistan R R n/a n/a
Uganda  R yes n/a
Ukraine R R n/a n/a
United Kingdom R R n/a n/a
United Arab Emirates   yes yes
United States   yes yes
Uruguay R R n/a n/a
Uzbekistan  R no n/a
Venezuela R R n/a n/a
Viet Nam   yes yes
Yemen R R n/a n/a
Yugoslavia1 R R n/a n/a
Zambia R R n/a n/a
Zimbabwe  R yes n/a
   1 This concerns the former Socialist Federal Republic of  Yugoslavia since, pursuant to decisions taken by the Governing Body in
line with the respective United Nations resolutions, no State is recognized as the continuation of  this Member.
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Annex 4
Conventions Nos. 87 and 98
Convention No. 87
CONVENTION CONCERNING FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION
AND PROTECTION OF THE RIGHT TO ORGANISE *
The General Conference of  the International Labour Organisation,
Having been convened at San Francisco by the Governing Body of  the Interna-
tional Labour Office, and having met in its Thirty-first Session on 17 June
1948,
Having decided to adopt, in the form of  a Convention, certain proposals con-
cerning freedom of  association and protection of  the right to organise,
which is the seventh item on the agenda of  the session,
Considering that the Preamble to the Constitution of  the International Labour
Organisation declares “recognition of  the principle of  freedom of  associa-
tion” to be a means of  improving conditions of  labour and of  establishing
peace,
Considering that the Declaration of  Philadelphia reaffirms that “freedom of  ex-
pression and of  association are essential to sustained progress”,
Considering that the International Labour Conference, at its Thirtieth Session,
unanimously adopted the principles which should form the basis for inter-
national regulation,
Considering that the General Assembly of  the United Nations, at its Second
Session, endorsed these principles and requested the International Labour
Organisation to continue every effort in order that it may be possible to
adopt one or several international Conventions,
* This Convention came into force on 4 July 1950.
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adopts this ninth day of  July of  the year one thousand nine hundred and
forty-eight the following Convention, which may be cited as the Freedom
of  Association and Protection of  the Right to Organise Convention, 1948:
Part I. Freedom of association
Article 1
Each Member of  the International Labour Organisation for which this
Convention is in force undertakes to give effect to the following provisions.
Article 2
Workers and employers, without distinction whatsoever, shall have the
right to establish and, subject only to the rules of  the organisation concerned, to
join organisations of  their own choosing without previous authorisation.
Article 3
1. Workers’ and employers’ organisations shall have the right to draw up
their constitutions and rules, to elect their representatives in full freedom, to
organise their administration and activities and to formulate their programmes.
2. The public authorities shall refrain from any interference which
would restrict this right or impede the lawful exercise thereof.
Article 4
Workers’ and employers’ organisations shall not be liable to be dissolved or
suspended by administrative authority.
Article 5
Workers’ and employers’ organisations shall have the right to establish and
join federations and confederations and any such organisation, federation or
confederation shall have the right to affiliate with international organisations of
workers and employers.
Article 6
The provisions of  Articles 2, 3 and 4 hereof  apply to federations and con-
federations of  workers’ and employers’ organisations.
Article 7
The acquisition of  legal personality by workers’ and employers’
organisations, federations and confederations shall not be made subject to con-
ditions of  such a character as to restrict the application of  the provisions of  Ar-
ticles 2, 3 and 4 hereof.
Article 8
1. In exercising the rights provided for in this Convention workers and
employers and their respective organisations, like other persons or organised
collectivities, shall respect the law of  the land.
2. The law of  the land shall not be such as to impair, nor shall it be so
applied as to impair, the guarantees provided for in this Convention.
Article 9
1. The extent to which the guarantees provided for in this Convention
shall apply to the armed forces and the police shall be determined by national
laws or regulations.
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2. In accordance with the principle set forth in paragraph 8 of  article 19
of  the Constitution of  the International Labour Organisation the ratification of
this Convention by any Member shall not be deemed to affect any existing law,
award, custom or agreement in virtue of  which members of  the armed forces or
the police enjoy any right guaranteed by this Convention.
Article 10
In this Convention the term “organisation” means any organisation of
workers or of  employers for furthering and defending the interests of  workers or
of  employers.
Part II. Protection of the right to organise
Article 11
Each Member of  the International Labour Organisation for which this
Convention is in force undertakes to take all necessary and appropriate mea-
sures to ensure that workers and employers may exercise freely the right to
organise.
[Miscellaneous and final provisions omitted]
Convention No. 98
Convention concerning the Application of the Principles
of the Right to Organise and to Bargain Collectively *
The General Conference of  the International Labour Organisation,
Having been convened at Geneva by the Governing Body of  the International
Labour Office, and having met in its Thirty-second Session on 8 June
1949, and
Having decided upon the adoption of  certain proposals concerning the applica-
tion of  the principles of  the right to organise and to bargain collectively,
which is the fourth item on the agenda of  the session, and
Having determined that these proposals shall take the form of  an international
Convention,
adopts this first day of  July of  the year one thousand nine hundred and
forty-nine the following Convention, which may be cited as the Right to
Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949:
Article 1
1. Workers shall enjoy adequate protection against acts of  anti-union
discrimination in respect of  their employment.
2. Such protection shall apply more particularly in respect of  acts calcu-
lated to –
(a) make the employment of  a worker subject to the condition that he shall
not join a union or shall relinquish trade union membership;
* This Convention came into force on 18 July 1951.
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(b) cause the dismissal of  or otherwise prejudice a worker by reason of  union
membership or because of  participation in union activities outside work-
ing hours or, with the consent of  the employer, within working hours.
Article 2
1. Workers’ and employers’ organisations shall enjoy adequate protec-
tion against any acts of  interference by each other or each other’s agents or
members in their establishment, functioning or administration.
2. In particular, acts which are designed to promote the establishment of
workers’ organisations under the domination of  employers or employers’
organisations, or to support workers’ organisations by financial or other means,
with the object of  placing such organisations under the control of  employers or
employers’ organisations, shall be deemed to constitute acts of  interference
within the meaning of  this Article.
Article 3
Machinery appropriate to national conditions shall be established, where
necessary, for the purpose of  ensuring respect for the right to organise as defined
in the preceding Articles.
Article 4
Measures appropriate to national conditions shall be taken, where neces-
sary, to encourage and promote the full development and utilisation of  machin-
ery for voluntary negotiation between employers or employers’ organisations
and workers’ organisations, with a view to the regulation of  terms and condi-
tions of  employment by means of  collective agreements.
Article 5
1. The extent to which the guarantees provided for in this Convention
shall apply to the armed forces and the police shall be determined by national
laws or regulations.
2. In accordance with the principle set forth in paragraph 8 of  article 19
of  the Constitution of  the International Labour Organisation the ratification of
this Convention by any Member shall not be deemed to affect any existing law,
award, custom or agreement in virtue of  which members of  the armed forces or
the police enjoy any right guaranteed by this Convention.
Article 6
This Convention does not deal with the position of  public servants engaged in
the administration of  the State, nor shall it be construed as prejudicing their
rights or status in any way.
[Final provisions omitted]
